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Abstract
Industry accepted definition of Hybrid Cloud is an infrastructure which spans Public
Cloud, off premise from customer’s data center and Private Cloud, on premise to the
customer’s data center. Public Cloud has sustainable economics of scale (cost) and
ubiquitous easy access advantage over Private Cloud whereas, Private Cloud has secu-
rity, privacy and predictable performance and availability advantage over Public Cloud.
A Hybrid Cloud conceptually can combine the advantages of both Private and Public
Cloud however, there are number of challenges especially with the Storage technologies
to provide secure and scalable Hybrid Cloud infrastructure. In this thesis, we propose
a framework to build secure and scalable hybrid cloud infrastructure.
With the advent of Server Virtualization, it is possible to move applications between
the Private and Public Cloud. With the advent of Container technologies and Micro-
Services based paradigm for application development it is possible to burst compute
needs from private cloud to public on an on-demand basis. However, Storage infras-
tructure pose considerable technical challenges to realize the Hybrid Cloud vision in
practice. There are two major issues with Storage in Hybrid Cloud: (1) Storage has
Gravity and (2) Storage Protocols are inherently insecure.
In the first part of the thesis, we will first examine the issues with workload mo-
bility. Application migrations or bursting within Hybrid Cloud is bottlenecked by the
Storage infrastructure. It is not commercially viable to keep a mirrored copy of all data
between the Private and Public clouds simultaneously to enable workload migration
through Virtual Machine Migration or Containers Micro-Services. The amount of data
which needs to be transferred between Private and Public cloud is too large. The simple
access pattern based heuristic based model to determine the data to move between ele-
ments of Hybrid Cloud is computationally prohibitive. In order to address these storage
migration challenges, we will propose machine learning (Support Vector Machine) based
solution.
In the second part of the thesis, we will examine the known security vulnerabilities of
each Storage protocols used in Hybrid Cloud, namely: a) Block Storage (iSCSI), b) File
Protocol (NFS) and c) Object Protocol (S3). These storage protocols were designed as
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simple point to point inter-connect technologies and in time haven’t evolved beyond just
the performance optimization. The protocols are susceptible to simple vulnerabilities
such as man in the middle attacks and more. And in this part of the thesis, we will
provide a new Storage Protocols paradigm using Location Based Services to enhance
the security model for data access.
And finally, in the third part of the thesis, we propose a Secure and Scalable Hybrid
Storage (SSHS) framework by combining the Machine Learning techniques for Storage
Mobility and Location Based Services to enhance Security overcomes the major barriers
in adoption and deployment of the Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure. The experimental
results demonstrate the framework to self-learn and self-manage data mobility based
on the workload in Hybrid Cloud and also demonstrates the power of integration of
location-based services with the Storage protocol to secure chain of trust data access
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The focus of the PhD Thesis is to propose and develop a) Cost Effective High Perfor-
mance, b) Highly Scalable, and c) Secure Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure. The proposed
framework, called Nubes (Latin word for Cloud) uses several combinations of machine
learning techniques and location-based services to build highly scalable and secure Hy-
brid Cloud Infrastructure.
A Hybrid Cloud environment is an infrastructure environment where application or
workload spans at least one Public cloud environment [1] [2] [3] and at least one private
data center (Private cloud). Server virtualization technologies [4] [5] [6] have made such
building Hybrid Cloud possible. The motivation for using the Public Cloud is cost
benefits at smaller scale and flexibility of bursting on-demand workload spike should
the Private Cloud runs out of performance or storage capacity. And Private Clouds are
essentially the existing virtualized data center, which provide enterprises performance,
inherent control and security.
The problem space in Hybrid Cloud environment is very large and poses unprece-
dented large scale resource optimization problems. Data Mobility and Data Security at
Scale in a Hybrid Cloud environment is a relatively new research topic. And due to its
scale, a big focus area of research is the application of machine learning techniques for
the enterprise environment.
There are three fundamental elements to Nubes framework, each corresponding to its
above-mentioned focus area. This chapter will provide a quick overview of the problem
statement and solutions to each of these three elements.
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Figure 1.1: An illustration of the performance compares of these different media types.
Courtesy: Hewlett Packard Enterprise
1.1 Local Performance Optimization for Hybrid Cloud
To take the best advantage of high performance (but expensive) solid state technologies,
Nubes provides a novel data tiering technique using Support Vector Machine to tier the
data to achieve the best price/performance characteristics for the Storage System.
This optimization technique can be applied to both the private cloud and the public
cloud environment. In Chapter 2 we will study this optimization in detail applied to
private cloud environment and compare the results with the latest state of art data
tiering techniques in the Enterprise Storage industry.
The relatively recent commercialization of high-performance solid-state storage me-
dia technologies, such as Flash and Non-Volatile Memory [10] [11] is presenting new
architectural considerations when introduced in the enterprise storage system.
Although the performance of these storage media are magnitude of orders greater
than the hard disk drives, the cost of these new media on $/GB is still quite high. In
order to balances the cost and performance in scalable enterprise storage system, a new
class of storage systems have emerged, called Hybrid Storage Systems.
These Hybrid Storage Systems use a combination of low cost, low performance hard
disk drives with a combination of higher cost, higher performance SSD drives and Per-
sistent Memory. Figure 1.2 illustrates the topology of external storage.
Typically there are 100s of servers (each with 4 to 8 Virtual Machines) attached via
either Ethernet Network or Fiber Channel Network. Attached to these networks are
3
Figure 1.2: An external storage topology in the Private Cloud.
External Storage arrays, these Storage arrays have 2 to 8 node Storage processing units
and shelves of storage media either hard disk drives or SSDs in each of these shelves.
In addition to serving the IO from drives to the Servers, these Storage controllers are
responsible for all the data tiering within the external storage to provide the maximum
IO from the fast tier media, SSD.
Problem Statement: These Storage Controllers are the key resource constraint in this
architecture to optimize. These Storage Controllers are responsible for multiple func-
tions in the system including providing IO to the Host applications, so its involvement
in data tiering to move data from lower media to faster media competes in constraint
resource envelope competes with the application performance.
Current Solution: The current solutions do not factor in a) an overall cost of mi-
gration, including the cost of latency impact to host during the data migration and b)
aggressively migrate more data than they need to, eventually having to re-migrate the
data in near subsequent iterations.
Nubes Novelty: Support Vector Machine are an excellent two class classifier super-
vised machine learning technique. By applying Support Vector Machine to the data
tiering decision process, the system a) by maximizing the decision boundary in affect
4
Figure 1.3: Hybrid Cloud, combination of Enterprise Data Center and Public Cloud.
factors the cost of migration between the two storage tiers (classes) and b) at every it-
eration recalculating, self learns the decision boundary factors by adding more support
vectors provides an effective but lazy approach to data tiering.
1.2 Global Performance Optimization for Hybrid Cloud
Making sure the right virtual machine is in the appropriate cloud, private or public has
impact on cost and performance of the Hybrid Cloud. It is not commercially practical
to have two copies of data one if public cloud and one in private cloud for all the virtual
machines in the data center.
Through the lifecycle of the application development and the virtual machine, the
access pattern of the virtual machine can change over time. Moving data requires time
and bandwidth. So pre-fetching virtual machine datastore based on probabilistic model
of access pattern is very much desirable.
In Chapter 3, as part of Nubes framework we propose an algorithm to pre-fetch the
datastore for the virtual machine in anticipation of virtual machine movement either
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from private to public cloud and vice versa. The outcome from the novelty of this
approach is that this greatly reduces the need for multiple copies for solely performance
reason.
Problem Statement: As illustrated in figure 1.3, Hybrid Cloud is combination of the
infrastructure at Enterprise Customers on premise infrastructure and one/or all of the
top 3 public cloud providers. The workloads in Hybrid Cloud infrastructure are either
virtualized or containerized. Should for either cost, control or performance regions the
workload is to be moved between public and private cloud the large amount of the data
transfer has to occur over the internet latency and not real time.
Current Solutions: In most cases today the customers are trapped at the origin
of virtualized workload creation. In other words, if the virtual machine originates in
public cloud the data stays on public cloud and should the virtual machine originate
in private cloud (which is majority of customer data), then the data and the virtual
machine stay in the private cloud. Some tiering or replication between private and
public cloud are available but of limited use due to the prohibitive cost of having two
copies of everything on each private and public cloud. In academic research, there have
been proposals around hint-based data pre-fetch wherein application will provide the
hint to the infrastructure on change its lifecycle and need to pre-fetch the data. The
problem which is this approach is that it requires applications or protocols to change,
which is possible for some but not all for all situations.
Nubes Novelty: Nubes applies machine learning techniques to pre-fetch the data as
the solution. Fundamentally, Nubes leverages the property of machine learning tech-
nique, ‘evidence updates belief’. With Nubes probabilistic model, we first assign high
belief that the data for the virtual machine be on the same cloud where the virtual
machine originated. But we update the belief based on the evidence on that the cost,
performance or control attributes have changed for each virtual machines. Based on the
probabilistic model, we pro-actively tier the data between the clouds. The experiment
results are presented in Chapter 3.
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1.3 Location aware data access for Storage Protocol in
Hybrid Cloud
Ethernet based Storage protocols, iSCSI [7] and NFS [8] [9] were designed long before
virtualization come to the commercial market. The goal of these storage protocols
are to make server and client connect easily and they did have limited security abilities.
Neither of these protocols were designed with Cloud in mind either. Both these protocols
are susceptible to a number of security vulnerabilities.
In Chapter 4, we will first document the known vulnerabilities of key storage pro-
tocols. As part of Nubes framework we introduce a novel idea of integrating these
protocols with Local Based Services [10] as a key authentication method for data ac-
cess. In addition to improved authentication, the added advantage of this approach is
that it provides an infrastructure for security framework whereby policies of state and
countries can be enforced by the Hybrid Cloud infrastructure.
One of the concerns generally expressed with new authentication method on the
overall performance of the system. To address the concern, as part of Nubes framework
we will demonstrate performance optimization methods for using the Location Based
Services with Hybrid cloud use case where some part of the data is located in public
cloud and some part in private cloud.
Problem Statement: With the advent of virtualization, the server hosting the appli-
cation essentially became mobile. In a hybrid cloud environment, the application can
move from one data to other another in private cloud or also move between public and
private cloud. This application mobility creates a new surface area of attack for data
security and also creates challenges for enforcing security regulations and policies either
imposed by the corporation or government agencies. Cloud storage protocols for virtual
machines, such as iSCSI and NFS at present day do not have any specification areas
focused on mobility aspect of virtualization.
Current Solutions: Most of the academic research and commercial solutions have
been focused on the malware detection or the use of Location based Services for con-
sumer applications.
Nubes Novelty: Nubes provides a security framework a) integrates iSCSI security
framework with the Wireless Access Point inter-datacenter and intra-datacenter Private
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Cloud security and b) integrates iSCSI security framework with the open-source Loca-
tion Based Services for Hybrid Cloud, between Public and Private Cloud. The Nubes
security framework is discussed in Chapter 4, we also discuss the proposal to improve
the performance of the Security framework, so it doesn’t become the bottleneck for
the Hybrid Cloud infrastructure. This framework can also be extended to NFS and S3
storage protocols.
• Chapter 1 Introduces the various Enterprise IT trends, motivation, design chal-
lenges and research areas for Hybrid Cloud.
• Chapter 2 Focuses on the optimization of resources in Hybrid Storage System by
proposing a resource efficient data mobility in a hybrid storage system.
• Chapter 3 Proposal for an elastic virtual machine scheduling algorithm to minimize
the total cost of ownership in Hybrid Cloud is discussed.
• Chapter 4 Regulatory Compliance Considerations for Hybrid Cloud are introduced
and reference framework to implement security model modernizing the storage
protocol for security in hybrid cloud and regulatory compliance are discussed.
• Chapter 5 Provides conclusion for the thesis and discussion for future research
work are laid out.
Chapter 2
Resource Efficient Data Mobility
in Hybrid Storage Systems
2.1 Introduction
Most large-scale enterprise storage systems are designed as hybrid storage systems with
two classes of storage media: a small number of higher performance expensive devices
(performance tier) and a large number of lower performances high capacity inexpensive
devices (capacity tier). The goal of such a system is to serve majority of the I/O requests
from performance tier and store less frequently used data in capacity tier. Therefore,
it often requires moving data between tiers. A large data migration volume between
tiers can cause a huge overhead in practical hybrid storage systems. Therefore, how to
balance the trade-off between the migration cost and potential performance gain is a
challenging and critical issue in hybrid storage systems.
In this chapter, we focused on the data migration problem of hybrid storage systems
with two classes of storage devices. A machine learning (ML) based migration algorithm
called adaptive Support Vector Machine (SVM) migration algorithm is proposed. This
algorithm is capable of more precisely classifying and efficiently migrating data between
performance and capacity tiers. Moreover, this adaptive SVM migration algorithm
involves K-Means clustering algorithm to dynamically select a proper training dataset
such that the proposed algorithm can greatly reduce the volume of migrating data.
Finally, the real implementation results indicate that the ML-based algorithm reduces
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the migration data volume by about 40% and achieves 70% lower latency compared to
other algorithms.
Unprecedented and ever-increasing 3 V’s (Volume, Velocity and Variety) of data
continues to put pressure on storage systems to find cost-effective solutions capable of
delivering peak performance for all possible workloads [7]. Recently, different types of
emerging storage devices come out [8, 9], which have different density and performance.
For example, flash-based Solid State Drives (SSDs) can achieve much faster random
access performance with low latency compared to traditional Hard Disk Drives (HDDs)
while HDDs are much cheaper than SSDs. Therefore, it is not cost-effective to build a
petabyte byte (PB) storage system using only fast devices [10]. Compared with different
types of emerging devices, they can have a 100x latency difference and more than 5x
price difference. These differences have motivated storage vendors to build two-level
hybrid storage systems with different types of storage devices.
A key characteristic of data that remains unchanged is that data has an access life
cycle (i.e., not all data are accessed at all times by applications). The desired outcome
for a hybrid storage system is to deliver almost all the IO operations from a high-
performance tier (e.g., SSDs). To achieve this desired outcome, data have to be moved
between tiers depending on the frequency of IO accesses (a process is referred to as data
migration). Although data migration between tiers introduces overheads, given a 100x
$/IOPS difference between SSDs and HDDs, this also presents an opportunity to design
and develop a migration algorithm which can be cost-effective and can also deliver peak
performance as demanded by applications. Some previous studies have investigated
hybrid storage systems [11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. They formulated the characteristics of
workloads and the properties of devices based on statistical analysis. However, migration
optimization has the complexity of NP-hard [11]. To avoid the difficulty of solving the
NP-hard problem, those researchers simplified the problem and proposed polynomial
time bound heuristic solutions. However, the simplified formulas are not able to precisely
express the behaviors of workloads. As a result, the miss-expression may result in a
large migration volume and decreasing the performance gain in a hybrid storage system.
Machine learning (ML) as a classifier has been successfully used in many applications [16,
17]. It can be a good candidate to solve the data migration problem with less migration
volume and higher performance gain. This is because the data migration in hybrid
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storage systems can be regarded as a classification issue to determine/classify data to
which storage tier they should reside.
In this chapter, we focus on a hybrid storage system containing two types of storage
devices (e.g., SSD and HDD) and propose a K-Means assisted Support Vector Machine
(K-SVM) migration algorithm. In this algorithm, time is partitioned into periodical
duration. In each period, the request access patterns are collected. At the end of the
current period, a K-SVM classifier is used based on the request access patterns of this
period. Then, a classifier is used to determine which data should be migrated to a
different tier in the following period. To increase the precision of the classifier, the K-
Means clustering algorithm is introduced to dynamically select a proper training dataset
such that the overall migration size can be reduced. Furthermore, we investigate the
influence of different capacity ratio between two types of storage on the performance
of the migration algorithm. Finally, we conduct the implementation of a large-scale
system. We investigate the influence of different system parameters on the performance
of the migration algorithm including the time of periodical duration, slice size, the
capacity ratio between two types of storage and available back-end bandwidth.
The structure of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.4 gives a description of a
basic SVM migration algorithm and the other baseline algorithms. The preliminary
comparison results and the issues of the basic SVM migration algorithm are provided in
Section 2.3. Section 2.4 proposes an K-SVM migration algorithm. Section 2.5 shows the
experimental result comparison between K-SVM and baseline algorithms. The results
of a real large-scale implementation on a large cloud system are provided in Section 2.6
and related work is introduced in Section 3.7. Finally, the conclusion and future work
are described in Section 3.8.
2.2 Basic SVM Migration Algorithm
In this section, we introduce a basic support vector machine (SVM) migration algorithm
and also describe the basic steps of classification and migration of this algorithm. After
that, some baseline algorithms are introduced as well. The terms and notations used in
this chapter are defined in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1: Terms and notations used in this chapter
PT performance tier (i.e., fast device)
CT capacity tier (i.e., slow device)
C the capacity of the whole system
Slice
the granularity of the unit
for data migration
Ss
indicates the slice size
(the default value is 200MB)
T
the time intervals to measure
request density
Access density
the total number of IO accesses of
one slice during the period T
Ns
total number of slices in the system
(Ns = C/Ss)
NPT , numbers of slices in
NCT PT and CT, respectively
MPT , MCT
The sets of migration candidates.
MPT : the set of candidates of PT → CT ;
MCT : the set of CT → PT
Training training dataset ratio is calculated
dataset ratio by the size of training dataset divided by Ns.
rPT
the ratio between PT capacity and the
total capacity. (rPT = NPT /Ns)
PT hit the number of requests in PT divided
ratio by the total number of requests.
BW
available back-end bandwidth and is indicated
by the number of slices migrated
in one period (# of slices/T )
2.2.1 Algorithm Description
SVM first proposed by Vapnik et al. [18] is a widely used supervised machine learning
technique. SVM became popular because of its success in the handwritten digit recog-
nition use case. SVM is a two-class classifier based on the two vectors from the training
dataset. It can provide a hyperplane that maximizes the distance between two closest
vectors in each of two classes [19]. For the hybrid storage system, the maximum distance
between two clusters built by SVM can provide more precise classification/prediction
and thus improve the performance and reduce the migration overhead.
In this work, we use SVM to categorize storage slices (slices are units of migration in
hybrid storage systems) into two groups based on the historical workload access patterns.
After classification, the slices will be migrated to a new location if its current location
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Algorithm 1 Basic SVM Migration Algorithm: training
Input: C, Ss, T
Output: Hyperplane-Z
1: procedure Training procedure
2: Ns ← C/Ss
3: Collecting access density of Ns slices in one T period
4: Sorting NPT and NCT slices based on the access density for PT and CT, respec-
tively
5: Training dataset (X,Y)← top x%×Ns/2 slices in PT + the least active x%×
Ns/2 non-zero slices based on the sorted access density. (default x% = 10%, so the
size of training dataset is x%×Ns)
6: Training linear SVM based on training dataset (X,Y) to obtain a hyperplane-Z:
Z = AX +B
7: end procedure
is mismatched with the SVM classification. The proposed SVM algorithm introduced
in this section for storage migration is called a basic SVM migration algorithm (basic-
SVM) in order to distinguish from the later introduced K-SVM migration algorithm
(K-SVM).
There are two major steps in the basic SVM migration algorithm (training the basic
SVM classifier and classifying and migrating). During each period T , the system records
the access density (the number of times being accessed) of each slice. At the end of the
period T , based on Algorithm 1 the training dataset is selected. The training dataset
is used for building a new SVM classifier (new hyperplane). The classifier is used for
classifying all slices based on the information collected last period. Finally, all migration
candidates (storage slices) are determined. The migrating process happens in the next
period T + 1.
Step I – Training: Algorithm 1 indicates the procedure of training. Assume a training
dataset (X,Y ) consisting of n points in the form of (X1, Y1) to (Xn, Yn), where Xi is
the ith slice in the training dataset and Yi is the label of the i
th slice and can be either
1 (Performance Tier (PT)) or -1 (Capacity Tier (CT)) indicating the class which the
ith slice belongs to.
For the training dataset, x% total slices are selected. For the basic SVM migration
algorithm, x% = 10% is set as the default value. For the later defined K-SVM algorithm,
x will be adaptively changed. As indicated in Algorithm 1, the training dataset of the
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Figure 2.1: The basic SVM migration algorithm.
basic SVM is selected from the most active and the least active non-zero slices (slices
with activities) of the performance and capacity tiers, respectively. In this way, it uses
the most represented data to train the SVM.
After training, an SVM (Hyperplane-Z) is built, and then the Hyperplane-Z will be
used for the classification process (testing). The output Hyperplane-Z in Algorithm 1
is a classifier that distinguishes which storage type the input slices should belong to as
seen in Eq. 2.1. ith slice← PT, if Hyperplane-Z(i) == 1ith slice← CT, otherwise (2.1)
where Hyperplane-Z() function is obtained from Algorithm 1. i is the input slice number.
PT means the performance tier. CT indicates the capacity tier. Therefore, if the output
of Hyperplane-Z function with input i is 1, that means the ith slice should be located
in PT. Otherwise, the ith slice should be located in CT.
Step II – Classifying and Migrating: After getting the
Hyperplane-Z function from Algorithm 1, we start to identify the migration candidates
and do the migration in the next period T + 1. Algorithm 2 indicates the procedures
of classifying and migrating. First, based on the Hyperplane-Z function, for all slices
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Algorithm 2 Basic SVM Migration Algorithm: classifying and migrating
1: procedure Classifying procedure
2: while Xi ∈ PT slices do
3: if Hyperplane-Z(i) 6= Yi then
4: MPT ←MPT +Xi
5: i← i+ 1
6: end if
7: end while
8: while Xi ∈ CT slices do
9: if Hyperplane-Z(i) 6= Yi then
10: MCT ←MCT +Xi





16: procedure Migrating procedure
17: # of migration slices = min(len(MPT ), len(MCT ))
18: Ascending sorting MPT
19: Descending sorting MCT
20: for i ≤ # of migration slices do
21: Exchange slices of MPT (i) and MCT (i)




in PT or CT, if the classification result of the ith slice is not equal to its original label
Yi, then the i
th slice is added into its corresponding migration candidate set (MPT or
MCT ). During the migrating process, we first determine the number of migration slices
by using the minimum number between the sizes of MPT and MCT . This is because
some slices cannot be migrated/exchanged if the numbers of slices in MPT and MCT
are not the same. By ascending sorting MPT and descending sorting MCT (Lines 13-17
in Algorithm 2), it promises that the most active slices in CT and the least active slices
in PT are migrated first. The final step is to update the labels of migrated slices and
those labels will be used for the next iteration period.
Figure 2.1 provides an example of the basic SVM migrating algorithm. According to
Algorithm 1, the hyperplane-Z is trained based on the x% most and least active non-zero
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Algorithm 3 Popularity-based Migration Algorithm
Input: T
Output: Migration candidates MPT , MCT
1: Collecting access density of Ns slices in one T period
2: Reversely sorting NPT slices based on the access density for PT (N
i
PT indicates the
ith element in the sorted array)
3: Sorting NCT slices based on the access density for CT (N
i
CT indicates the i
th element
in the sorted array)
4: i← 0
5: while NiCT > N
i
PT do
6: MCT ←MCT + NiCT
7: MPT ←MPT + NiPT
8: i← i+ 1
9: end while
slices in CT and PT, respectively. In Figure 2.1, after determining the hyperplane-Z,
the migration candidates are classified as shown in shaded red regions. Finally, those
candidate slices will be scheduled to be migrated to the region that they are supposed
to reside.
According to the above description, the basic-SVM algorithm helps classify the mi-
gration slices which have similar or different features as the training dataset. The goals
of the proposed migration algorithm are to improve the performance (higher PT region
hit ratio (e.g., SSD hit ratio)) or to reduce total migration overhead (lower amount of
migration data).
2.2.2 Baseline Algorithms
In this section, we introduce four baseline algorithms used for comparison in this chapter.
One is the popularity-based algorithm, which is very popular with solutions from storage
vendors. Some previous studies [20][21] can be simplified to the popularity algorithm.
The basic idea is that the algorithm first collects the access density of each storage
slice at each period T . Then, according to the access densities, the popularity-based
algorithm is to exchange the slice of the highest access density in the CT region with the
slice of the lowest access density in the PT region if the lowest value in the PT region is
smaller than the highest value in CT region. The migration process will continue until
the access densities of slices in the PT region are no longer smaller than the densities
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of any slices in the CT region.
The HAT algorithm [22] is a migration algorithm considering both frequency and
recency. The basic idea of HAT in a hybrid storage system (two types of disks) is that
there is an LRU queue to record the recency of the historical data. The LRU queue size
is the number of slices in the PT region (NPT ). The slice at its first-time access will be
put into one LRU queue (LRU Q). If the slice is reaccessed and located in LRU Q, the
slice will be put in PT LRUQ. At the end of the algorithm, since the PT region only has
the size of (NPT ), the first NPT slices in PT LRUQ should be put into the PT region.
By comparing the locations of current slices, the migration slices will be put into MCT
and MPT .
Another baseline algorithm is the Least Recently Used algorithm (LRU), which is
a popular policy used in the eviction algorithm of memory cache. The LRU algorithm
keeps the least recently accessed slices in an LRU queue for the PT region and keeps
the most recently accessed slices in the MRU (most recently used) queue for the CT
region. After period T , the algorithm exchanges the slices in the LRU queue with the
slices in the MRU queue. The migration size of the LRU algorithm for each period is
proportional to the sizes of MRU and LRU queues. By default, we set the LRU and
MRU queue size to Ns ∗ 10%.
ChewAnalyzer algorithm [23] is another migration scheme for hybrid storage sys-
tems. The scheme is based on a hierarchical classifier [24] to classify the access patterns
of workloads. They used different storage I/O workload characterization dimensions
and the classifier analyze the access patterns step by step. To make a fair compari-
son, we simplify the ChewAnalyzer to a two-tier storage system. The first step is to
classify the I/O density. Then, the second step is to distinguish the read and write per-
formance. Finally, the sequence/randomness of workloads is classified. The high I/O
intensive, write-intensive, and random workloads are assigned to PT (i.e., fast) devices
and others are scheduled to CT (i.e., slow) devices. One of the baseline algorithms
is popularity-based algorithm which is very popular with solutions from storage ven-
dors. Some previous works [20][21] can be simplified to the popularity algorithm. The
algorithm is defined in Algorithm 3. At period T , the popularity-based algorithm first
collects the access density of each storage slice. Then, according to the access densities,
the popularity-based algorithm is to exchange the slice of the highest access density in
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CT region with the slice of the lowest access density in PT region if the lowest value in
PT region is smaller than the highest value in CT region. The migration process will
continue until the access densities of slices in PT region are no longer smaller than the
densities of any slices in CT region.
2.2.3 Baseline algorithm II: HAT Algorithm
The HAT algorithm [22] is a migration algorithm considering both frequency and re-
cency. The basic idea of HAT in hybrid storage system (two types of disks) is that there
is an LRU queue to record the recency of the historical data. The LRU queue size is
the number of slices in PT region (NPT ). As shown in Algorithm 4, the slice at its
first time access will be put into one LRU queue (LRU Q). If the slice is accessed again
and it is also located in LRU Q, the slice will be put in PT LRUQ. It means the slice
is labeled as a PT region candidate. At the end of the algorithm, since the PT region
only has the size of (NPT ), the first NPT slices in PT LRUQ should be put into the PT
region. With comparing the locations of current slices, the migration slices will be put
into MCT and MPT .
2.2.4 Baseline algorithm III: LRU Algorithm
Another baseline algorithm is the Least Recently Used algorithm (LRU) which is a
popular policy used in the eviction algorithm of memory cache. The LRU algorithm
keeps the least recently accessed slices in a LRU queue for PT region and keeps the most
recently accessed slices in the MRU (most recently used) queue for CT region. After
period T , the algorithm exchanges the slices in LRU queue with the slices in MRU
queue. The migration size of the LRU algorithm for each period is proportional to the
sizes of MRU and LRU queues. By default, we set the LRU and MRU queue size to
Ns ∗ 10%.
2.2.5 Baseline algorithm IV: ChewAnalyzer Algorithm
ChewAnalyzer algorithm [23] is another migration scheme for hybrid storage systems.
The scheme is based on a hierarchical classifier [24] to classify the access patterns of
workloads. They used different storage I/O workload characterization dimensions and
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Algorithm 4 HAT migration Algorithm
Input: T
Output: Migration candidates MPT , MCT
1: for each request (Reqi) in T do
2: Computing slice number (SReq) of the request (Reqi)
3: if SReq in LRU Q then
4: PT LRUQ← PT LRUQ+ SReq
5: end if
6: Put SReq in LRU Q
7: end for
8: for current slices (slicei) in PT do
9: if slicei is not at first NPT of PT LRUQ then
10: MPT ←MPT + slicei
11: end if
12: end for
13: for current slices (slicei) in CT do
14: if slicei is at first NPT of PT LRUQ then
15: MCT ←MCT + slicei
16: end if
17: end for
the classifier analyze the access patterns step by step. To make a fair comparison, we
simplify the ChewAnalyzer to a two-tier storage system. The first step is to classify the
I/O density. Then, the second step is to distinguish the read and write performance.
Finally, the sequence/randomness of workloads is classified. The high I/O intensive,
write-intensive, and random workloads are assigned to PT (SSD) devices and others are
scheduled to CT (HDD) devices.
2.3 Performance of Basic-SVM Algorithm
2.3.1 Trace Characteristics and System Configuration
In the performance comparison, we use two types of traces, MSR Cambridge traces [25]
and Systor’17 traces [26] to evaluate the performance of a hybrid system and migration
overhead of all these algorithms. The trace characteristics are summarized in Table
2. Two metrics are used to indicate the performance of migration algorithms, PT hit
ratio and total migration size. The PT hit ratio is defined as the number of requests
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Table 2.2: Trace characteristics
# of requests
Total request Trace Maximum
size (GB) length (h) offset (GB)
MSR Cambridge traces [25]
prn 1 1.04E+07 212.1 168 385.0
proj 1 1.47E+07 775.9 168 820.0
usr 1 3.63E+07 2135.4 168 820.0
usr 2 1.02E+07 441.8 168 530.0
src1 0 3.00E+07 1538.3 168 273.0
web 2 4.25E+06 263.6 168 169.0
stg 1 2.13E+06 85.5 168 101.7
mds 1 1.54E+06 88.7 168 474.0
proj 3 2.09E+06 20.9 168 220.0
Systor’17 traces [26]
LUN0 6.38E+07 1607.8 36 4737.2
LUN1 6.27E+07 1794.9 36 4418.6
LUN3 6.54E+07 1638.6 36 4016.5
FIU traces [27]
home3 9.18E+05 3.6 504 18.6
online 5.70E+06 21.7 720 7.9
webuser 7.73E+06 30.9 672 7.9
webmail 7.80E+06 29.7 720 18.2
satisfied by the slices in the PT region (i.e., fast device) divided by the total number of
requests. The total migration size indicates how much data have been migrated between
the two tiers. Therefore, a migration algorithm with a higher PT hit ratio and a smaller
migration size will be better than others.
At the beginning of running traces, we preconditioned the storage system by writing
all the slices that responded to the first portion of the requests to the PT region until
the PT region is full. Then, the rest of the storage slices are written to the CT region
(i.e., slow device). This precondition is practically used by industries to simply initialize
a hybrid storage system. This preconditioning process is applied to all algorithms and
is used in all simulations and experiments in this chapter.
2.3.2 Performance Comparisons
In this section, the performance comparisons between the basic-SVM algorithm, Popularity-
based, HAT and LRU are made. In the experiments, the system capacity is set to
500GB, which contains 100GB SSD and 400GB HDD. The default slice size (Ss) is set
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Figure 2.2: PT hit ratio comparison between basic-SVM algorithm, popularity-based,
HAT and LRU algorithms.
Figure 2.3: Migration size comparison between basic SVM, Popularity-based, HAT and
LRU migration algorithms. ”0” indicates there are no migration data.
to 200MB. Thus, there are a total of 2500 slices, 500 slices in SSD and 2000 in HDD.
For those traces having larger maximum offsets than 500GB (like LUN0, LUN1 and
LUN3), the offset is scaled into the range of 0-500GB, which is directly divided by a
constant value. For example, for those traces from Systor’17, the offsets of traces are
divided by 10. The configuration with scaling is equivalent to the configuration of 5TB
total capacity and 2GB slice size without scaling. For the convenience of comparisons,
the scaling is able to put the results of all traces in the same figures. For the basic-SVM
algorithm, the training dataset is set to 10%. The size of the LRU queue is also set
to 10%. The migration time interval (T ) is 14 hours for MSR Cambridge traces and 1
hour for Systor’17 traces. By doing that, the total number of requests per T in each
type of trace keeps similar.
As shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.3, the LRU algorithm has the worst overall PT hit
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ratio. The reason is that the LRU algorithm always migrates the least recently used
slices and cannot reflect the characteristics of workloads. Therefore, it causes a much
low PT hit ratio. The migration only happens for each period. So, the LRU policy
is capable of improving the cache hit ratio by immediately replacing the most recent
accessed data but is not good at in the storage migration scheme. For the other four
algorithms, the overall PT hit ratio for most of the traces is similar, while the basic SVM
algorithm achieves a much smaller overall migration size. This is because ChewAnalyzer,
HAT and Popularity based schemes use the constant schemes to determine the access
patterns. Therefore, they cannot dynamically follow the change of workloads and they
achieve either a lower PT ratio or higher migration overhead than the basic SVM scheme.
However, there are three exceptions. For the traces mds 1 and proj 3, the basic SVM
migration algorithm only gets about 8% and 31% overall PT hit ratio, respectively. They
are much smaller than the PT hit ratios of the popularity-based and HAT algorithm
(18% and 17% for mds 1, and 57% and 60% for proj 3). For trace src1 0, although
the basic-SVM, popularity-based and HAT algorithms achieve similar PT hit ratio,
the basic-SVM needs to transfer 5x and 3x larger migration size than the popularity-
based and HAT algorithms. According to these three exceptions, the issues of the basic
SVM migration algorithm are investigated and discussed in the following subsection.
After that, a new K-SVM migration algorithm is proposed for solving those issues in
Section 2.4.
2.3.3 Issues of Basic-SVM Migration Algorithm
After investigating the three traces that the basic-SVM algorithm has worse performance
than that of popularity-based algorithm, we found that the issue is selecting improper
training datasets.
SVM Mis-Classification
In a hybrid storage system, we always want to migrate the frequently accessed slices
to SSD and migrate the least accessed slices to HDD. At the beginning of applications,
writing data first to SSD makes sure that the SSD contains most of highly accessed
slices. However, running for a while, according to the changes of trace access patterns,
it is possible that HDD contains many highly accessed slices (only considering slices
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Figure 2.4: The scenario that the basic-SVM mis-classifies slices for SSD and HDD.
with activities). Thus, the hyperplane generated by the basic-SVM has a negative slope
as seen in Figure 2.4. In this case, the hyperplane tries to migrate highly accessed
slices to HDD and migrate lower accessed slices to SSD due to the negative slope.
Consequentially, highly accessed slices are kept in HDD. Finally, this scenario results in
the low PT hit ratios as in the traces mds 1 and proj 3.
Improper Training Dataset
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, the basic-SVM migration algorithm ended up with a
larger migration size for trace src1 0. The migration size is determined by the SVM
hyperplane which is trained by a selected training dataset. Thus, we first investigate
the relationship between the overall migration size and training dataset ratio under the
system as configured and discussed in Section 2.3.2.
As shown in Figure 2.5, the overall trend of PT hit ratio keeps roughly flat with the
increasing training dataset ratio for all traces. However, in Figure 2.6 the overall migra-
tion sizes are changed tremendously and irregularly for different traces with increasing
training dataset ratio. The maximum migration size can reach more than 10X than the
minimum migration size in Figure 2.6. Therefore, the migration size is highly related to
the training dataset ratio. Based on Figure 2.6 the curves are so irregular and it seems
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Figure 2.5: Relationship between the overall PT hit ratio and the training dataset ratio.
hard to find a rule for picking up a proper training dataset ratio for a specific trace.
Moreover, to find the relationship between migration size and PT hit ratio, we vary
the training dataset ratio to obtain different migration sizes for the basic-SVM migration
algorithm. As shown in Figure 2.7, the PT hit ratio is increased with the raising
migration size at the beginning and then the overall PT hit ratios become saturated.
The goal of migrating data in a hybrid system is to achieve a higher PT hit ratio while
maintaining a small migration size. So, those so-called balanced points in Figure 2.7
have good trade-offs between the migration size and the PT hit ratio. As for the issue
of large migration sizes for the basic SVM migration algorithm in Section 2.3.2, it is
because the result of the basic-SVM algorithm locates far away from the balanced point
of src1 0 (at the right side) in Figure 2.7. The reason for having a large migration size is
caused by an improper training dataset due to the constant training dataset ratio. For
different traces, the request access patterns are different and the same training dataset
ratio is not a good choice. Moreover, even for the same trace, the request access patterns
are changed and different at different iterations. Therefore, the training dataset ratio
directly affects the performance of a migration algorithm (the PT hit ratio and total
migration size). A proper training dataset ratio is useful for solving the issue of large
migration sizes (investigated in Section 2.5).
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Figure 2.6: Relationship between the overall migration size and the training dataset
ratio.
2.4 K-SVM Migration Algorithm
In this section, a modified SVM migration algorithm called K-SVM migration algo-
rithm (K-SVM) is introduced to remedy the two issues of the basic SVM algorithm as
discussed in Section 2.3.3.
The proposed K-SVM migration algorithm is shown in Algorithm 5. Compared to
the basic-SVM algorithm in Algorithm 1, the main differences are the training dataset
selecting (Lines 4-8 in Algorithm 5). The proposed K-SVM has two advantages com-
pared to other schemes. One is to accurately predict the workloads and then can achieve
a better hit ratio. Moreover, the precise classification can help reduce the migration
overhead since those incoming requests are put in the ’right’ location based on the clas-
sification and there is no need to migrate those slices. As a result, the migration cost will
be reduced. In this chapter, the maximum migration is limited by the available band-
width. In the following results, we assume that the system has adequate bandwidth to
migrate slices between two tiers.
To remedy the improper training dataset issue, the basic idea is to include the most
representative slices as many as possible into the training dataset for SVM. For example,
we want to include most of the relatively highly accessed slices in the training dataset
of the PT region. By doing that, those relatively high accessed slices can effectively
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Figure 2.7: Relationship between overall migration size and overall PT hit ratio for the
SVM migration algorithm.
represent the feature of the PT region. Additionally, those slices in the training dataset
will not be migrated due to the feature of SVM and thus it potentially reduces the
migration size. Similarly, the training datasets should also exclude the slices which
cannot represent the feature of the region. Therefore, by replacing a constant training
dataset ratio, we use the K-Means clustering algorithm [28] to group the similar slices in
PT and CT regions, respectively (K=2 used in this chapter). The K-Means clustering
algorithm is used for PT and CT regions, respectively, with one dimension input (access
density).
In some cases, one or two slices located in the PT region have really high access
frequencies than others. However, we do not want to only use one or two points to
represent the PT region. Therefore, to overcome those outliers, we force the top cluster
containing at least 0.2% slices as shown in Lines 4-7 in Algorithm 5. Therefore, by using
the modified K-Means clustering algorithm, the training dataset is adaptively selected
by the algorithm itself. As a result, compared to other algorithms the K-SVM algorithm
achieves smaller migration sizes and higher PT hit ratios in Section 2.5.
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Algorithm 5 K-SVM Migration Algorithm: training
Input: C, Ss, T
Output: Hyperplane-Z
1: procedure Training procedure
2: Ns ← C/Ss
3: Collecting access density of Ns slices in one T period
4: Sorting all slices in PT
5: Remove top 0.2% slices
6: Do K-Means clustering for PT region (K=2).
7: Adding the removed top 0.2% slices to the cluster at the top position.
8: Do K-Means clustering for CT region (K=2).
9: Training dataset (X,Y)← all slices at the top cluster of PT + all slices at the
bottom cluster of CT
10: Training linear SVM based on training dataset (X,Y) to obtain a hyperplane-Z:
Z = B
11: end procedure
Figure 2.8: The PT hit ratio comparisons between K-SVM and other algorithms.
2.5 Experimental Result
To find how well the K-SVM algorithm is applied to the data migration problem of
hybrid storage systems, we compare the performance of the K-SVM algorithm with
that of basic SVM, popularity-based, HAT and the performance of balanced points
(discussed in Section 2.3.2). A new type of traces (FIU trace [27] as shown in Table 2.2)
is added in this experiment. The system configurations are set to the same as the
configuration in Section 2.3.2.
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Figure 2.9: The migration size comparisons between K-SVM and other algorithms.
2.5.1 Overall Performance Comparison
The performance and overhead comparisons are shown in Figure 2.8 and Figure 2.9
respectively. Among all algorithms, the LRU algorithm has the worst overall PT hit
ratio. This is because the LRU algorithm always migrates the least recently used slices
and cannot reflect the characteristics of workloads. Therefore, it causes a much low PT
hit ratio. The migration only happens for each period. So, the LRU policy is capable
of improving the cache hit ratio by immediately replacing the most recent accessed
data but is not good at in the storage migration scheme. In the future experiment
comparisons, we do not compare the LRU algorithm by varying system parameters.
The K-SVM achieves similar or a little lower PT hit ratios as the balanced points. For
the migration size, the balanced point results always have the lowest values among most
traces. For traces proj 1 and usr 1, the balanced point has larger migration sizes but
higher PT hit ratios than the proposed K-SVM algorithm. For the rest of the traces, the
newly proposed K-SVM algorithm achieves close migration sizes to the balanced points
and obtains much smaller migration sizes compared to the basic-SVM, popularity-based,
LRU, HAT and ChewAnalyzer algorithms.
In summary, although for some traces, the K-SVM algorithm has slightly larger
migration sizes compared with the results of balanced points, it remedies the issues
described in Section 2.3.3. Moreover, reducing the migration size is significant for all
traces (2x - 8x on average). Therefore, the K-SVM migration algorithm effectively
selects a proper training dataset for the SVM classifier and gains very close solutions
to the balanced points which have the smallest migration size and the highest PT hit
ratio.
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2.5.2 K-SVM Overhead Discussion
The overhead of the K-SVM scheme mainly comes from two aspects. One is the meta-
data overhead of recording collected trace information. The second one is the com-
putation overhead of machine learning algorithms. Assume the total capacity of PT
and CT tiers are 500 GB (PT: 100GB and CT: 400GB). The slice size is 200MB. The
metadata information only has about 16KB. Compared to the total 500GB capacity,
the metadata overhead will have little influence on the systems. For the other overhead,
we investigate the execution time of the training process. As seen in Table 2.3, the
training time is varied from 3.06ms to 211.79ms as varying the slice size. Compared to
the period T ( hours), the training time of the K-SVM scheme is acceptable.
Table 2.3: Training time of the K-SVM scheme with varying slice size
slice size (MB) 50 100 200 500 1000
Training time (ms) 211.79 56.76 16.98 5.45 3.06
2.5.3 Comparison with Classic Caching Policies
We compared several caching algorithms (ARC [29], LeCaR [30], LRU and LFU) to
the proposed SVM scheme described in Section 3.4. As indicated in Table 2.4, the
proposed scheme achieves much better hit ratios for most of the traces. The reason is
that the hybrid system schemes monitor trace information on both PT and CT and
thus can achieve better performance than caching algorithms. Moreover, the write-
back operation (element eviction to slow devices) is not considered for the caching
algorithms, which makes the performance of caching algorithms even worse. To make
fair comparisons, in the following sections, we mainly focus on the algorithms for hybrid
storage systems.
2.5.4 Effect of Space Capacity Ratio between PT and CT
In this subsection, we investigate the effect of different device capacity ratios. We keep
the configuration the same as the previous subsection with the slice size as 200MB.
As seen in Figures 2.14 and 2.19, the PT hit ratios are increased with the increased












Figure 2.19: The migration size with varying SSD (PT region) capacity.
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Table 2.4: Hit ratio comparisons between caching algorithms and the proposed scheme
with 100GB PT capacity
ARC LeCaR LRU LFU K-SVM
prn 1 61.86% 61.86% 61.86% 61.86% 74.87%
proj 1 9.22% 8.00% 8.00% 9.22% 44.74%
usr 1 66.60% 64.76% 64.76% 66.60% 72.53%
usr 2 12.73% 11.07% 10.89% 12.73% 55.59%
src1 0 52.17% 49.91% 49.91% 61.67% 88.88%
web 2 74.97% 74.97% 74.98% 74.98% 92.41%
stg 1 6.80% 6.80% 6.80% 6.80% 70.10%
mds 1 5.05% 5.05% 5.05% 5.05% 17.81%
proj 3 72.07% 72.07% 72.07% 72.07% 56.94%
algorithms achieve similar PT hit ratios. For the migration size, our proposed K-
SVM migration algorithm achieves about on average 32X smaller migration size when
compared to the popularity-based, HAT and ChewAnalyzer algorithms.
Moreover, we investigate the influence of the PT capacity ratio on the migration
size for each algorithm. For the popularity-based, HAT and ChewAnalyzer algorithms,
they achieve a similar trend of migration size, which is that the migration size first goes
up and reaches the peak values when rPT is about 0.35 for Popularity based and about
0.4 for HAT and ChewAnalyzer. Then, the migration size decreases with the increased
SSD (PT region) capacity. This is because at the around middle points, the numbers
of migration candidates for PT and CT slices become similar and thus the migration
size reaches the peak values. Before or after the middle points, either the number of
PT candidates or the number of CT candidates is reduced. The mismatched number of
candidates results in a smaller migration size. With increased PT capacity, the K-SVM
algorithm migrates less amount of data. This is because a larger PT space can store
more data and thus the number of migration candidates becomes less. The K-SVM
algorithm efficiently selects the migration candidates and keeps the migration size small
while maintaining similar PT hit ratios as other algorithms.
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Table 2.5: List of applications used on the single hybrid storage system test bed
Tenant Application
A Oracle, SAP, VMware
B Home Directory
C High Performance Computing
D Virtual Desktop (VDI), Hyper V
E SharePoint, Web Farm
Figure 2.20: Migration size comparison between SVM and popularity-based algorithms
2.6 Large-scale System Implementation
The prototype of our proposed SVM and popularity-based algorithms are applied to
a real enterprise hybrid system. We compared popularity-based and SVM algorithms
since based on all previous discussions the popularity-based algorithm performs much
similar to the HAT algorithm. The experiments were conducted first on the traces
gathered from a live system with multi-tenant 26 different applications running at an
enterprise lab system for 31 days. The application list is shown in Table 2.5. The total
storage capacity in the test environment for Hybrid Storage System used was 1 PB with
100TB in SSD and 900TB in HDD.
The tests were performed with 47% storage consumed and at the end of the 15 days
period and the total capacity used by the system was 49%. Four metrics are considered




Figure 2.23: Latency impact (prior, during and post migration)
latency spikes when data is actually migrated (peak-migration); 3) the average latency
as experienced by the hosts after migration (post-migration); and 4) Migration size.
As seen in Figure 2.20, the system with the popularity-based algorithm moves about
0.95TB data per day and the system with the SVM algorithm only moves about 0.68TB
data per day on average. Thus, the SVM algorithm achieves about 40% data migration
reduction compared to the popularity-based algorithm. For the average latency in
Figure 2.23, both algorithms are able to reduce the latency of the overall system after
migrating. On average, the latency of the system with the SVM algorithm drops from
4.5ms to 2.7ms. While the system with the SVM algorithm only achieves the drop
from 6.4ms to 5.25ms. The SVM algorithm reduces the average latency by about 70%
compared to the popularity-based algorithm. Moreover, the transient spikes in the
popularity-based algorithm are as high as 27% on average, which is much larger than
the spikes in the SVM algorithm (only 9.1%).
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Figure 2.24: Performance improvement and migration sizes with various storage ca-
pacities for SVM and popularity-based. (the sizes of bubbles indicate the migration
size)
Additionally, we examined the impact of the storage capacity on both popularity-
based and SVM algorithms. As shown in Figure 2.24, the SVM algorithm achieves a
higher performance improvement at all different available capacities than the popularity-
based algorithm. Meanwhile, the SVM achieves less migration size than the popularity-
based algorithm as well.
2.7 Related Work
A hybrid storage system combining slow and fast devices have the advantages of cost-
effectiveness, higher performance and longer endurance. Thus, it has gaining popularity
and attracting research interests since the beginning of this decade [31, 32, 33]. With
the advent of flash memory-based SSDs now and Non-Volatile Memory (NVM) in the
near future, research on caching and tiering algorithms to improve and deliver Quality
of Service (QoS) of storage systems has been extensively conducted as well [34, 35, 36,
37, 38, 39].
The data tiering management normally can be classified into two categories: file-level
and block-level. For the file-level migration, the storage manager has the information
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about application files and thus it can precisely migrate data based on the characteristics
of applications [40, 41, 11]. However, compared to the block-level migration, the file-
level migration is less efficient and has a larger migration overhead due to its migration
granularity and the migration decision to be done by file manager. For block-level
migration, Guerra et al. [13] proposed the Extent-based Dynamic Tiering (EDT) tool
that contains two components: a configuration adviser (EDT-CA) and a dynamic tier
management (EDT-DTM). The EDT-CA determines the extent placement based on a
fixed utility function. The EDT-DTM manages the extent placement and migration
via monitoring active workloads. ExaPlan [12] achieves a low mean response time by
using a queuing model. HybridStore [32] provides a cost-efficient storage configuration
for specific workloads and is able to reduce the response time for the random-write
dominant workloads. These studies have two major differences from our work. One
is that they used simple heuristic methods to solve the migration problem. The other
one is that they focus on three or more types of devices and also consider the prices of
devices. In this chapter, we exploit the possibility of using machine learning approaches.
2.8 Conclusion
By applying known machine learning approaches to the storage domain, an entire new
set of tools can be applied to solve data tiering problems. In this chapter, we propose
a migration algorithm based on Support Vector Machine (SVM) and demonstrate the
effectiveness of this algorithm to solve an optimization problem in the enterprise stor-
age domain. Moreover, the proposed K-SVM migration algorithm involves K-Means
clustering to dynamically select a proper training dataset. The proposed algorithm can
tremendously reduce the size of the migration data. Finally, the results of a real imple-
mentation indicate that the ML-based algorithm reduces the volume of migration data
by about 40% and achieves 70% lower latency compared to other algorithms.
Chapter 3
E-VM: An Elastic Virtual
Machine Scheduling Algorithm to
Minimize the Total Cost of
Ownership in a Hybrid Cloud
3.1 Introduction
A hybrid cloud that combines both public and private clouds has the advantages of
improved security, scalability, and guaranteed SLA (Service-Level Agreement) at a lower
cost than a separate private or public cloud. The desired outcome of a hybrid cloud is to
ensure the SLAs of all virtual machines (VMs) running on either private or public cloud
at any given time. To accomplish this goal, VM migrations from private to public cloud
are required when the private cloud’s utilization nearly reaches its limits. Moreover,
VM migrations from the public to the private cloud should also be considered to reduce
the cost when the private cloud’s resources are underutilized. The existing studies
rarely consider VM migrations in a hybrid cloud environment with dynamically changed
VM workloads. From an enterprise’s perspective, these migrations are necessary to




In this chapter, we propose an elastic VM allocation and migration algorithm for
a hybrid cloud, called E-VM, to fully utilize the resources in a private cloud and to
minimize the cost of using a public cloud while guaranteeing the SLAs of all VMs. The
E-VM considers the bi-direction migration between private and public clouds. Two
components, VM-predictor and VM-selector, are designed and implemented in E-VM
to determine if a migration has to be triggered between private and public clouds and
which VMs will be migrated to the opposite cloud, respectively. Moreover, E-VM is
designed based on the existing public cloud pricing models and can be easily adapted
to any cloud service provider. According to simulator results based on a set of captured
industrial VM traces/workloads and additional experiments directly on a real-world
hybrid cloud, the proposed E-VM can significantly reduce the total cost of using the
public cloud compared to the existing VM migration schemes.
Cloud computing has become a prevalent platform for offering computing services
and storing data for various applications. One of the vital cloud computing features is
its scalability and elasticity of both computing and storage resources. Many startups
and small companies have used public clouds as their IT infrastructure. Recently more
and more enterprise companies have begun to use public clouds and their private cloud
to meet their computing and storage demands. For example, cloud tenants (e.g., IBM,
Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) and Dropbox) purchase cloud computing services
from cloud providers (e.g., Amazon Web Service (AWS) [1], Google Cloud [4], and
Microsoft Azure [3]) to enhance their private cloud capabilities. Pay-As-Your-Grow
(PAYG) basis offers cloud tenants benefits of saving the cost compared to the traditional
software license plus maintenance contract. The public cloud of a hybrid cloud can be
used to offer additional computing and storage resources if needed.
The transformative networked cloud computing can be categorized into private
cloud, public cloud, and hybrid cloud. The private cloud can base on the procured
best of breed compute, network, and storage from different vendors. The public cloud
is the cloud computing model that offers services via the Internet. Cloud providers
are responsible for resources management, software deployment, and server/hardware
maintenance. The tenants of the public cloud can put their applications in the cloud
by paying for the usage of corresponding resources. However, these two types of clouds
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have their own advantages and disadvantages. For example, a private cloud lacks scal-
ability and elasticity when dealing with bursty demands from workloads. The public
cloud is simple to use and flexible to scale up, but its cost is higher than the private
cloud in a longer duration.
A hybrid cloud, a mixture of private and public clouds, can offer both advantages
of private and public clouds. First, a hybrid cloud can improve security and privacy by
putting sensitive data in the private cloud. Meanwhile, the public cloud component of-
fers elasticity and scalability to meet the service level agreements (SLAs) of users/VMs
when the demands of workloads grow up, or a demand spike happens. However, cur-
rently many issues of hybrid cloud are not thoroughly investigated. For example, how
to migrate virtual machines between private and public clouds? What is a cost-efficient
way to do VM migration? And, what is the optimal public cloud pricing strategy for
the concerned workloads?
In this chapter, we focus on minimizing the total cost of ownership (TCO) of an
enterprise company that uses a hybrid cloud. To simplify the problem, we assume
that each VM may contain multiple containers for one independent service. Those
enterprises normally own a private cloud with limited resources and also run VM in the
public cloud when having the increased or unpredictable bursty demands from VMs such
as utilizations of CPU, memory, storage, etc. Thus, some VMs must be dynamically
migrated to the public cloud to guarantee the specified SLAs of all services. The public
cloud will charge based on the usages of resources by the VMs and obviously the payment
for the public cloud may significantly increase the total cost of ownership (TCO). How
to minimize the TCO in a hybrid cloud becomes a crucial issue and interesting research
topic. To address this problem, three main questions need to be answered: 1) When to
trigger a VM migration? 2) Which direction the VM migration should be: from private
cloud to public cloud or from public cloud to private cloud? And 3) Which VMs should
be selected for the migration?
To answer all three questions, we propose a scheduling algorithm for hybrid cloud,
called E-VM, to minimize the TCO when using a hybrid cloud. The E-VM consists
of two major components: VM-predictor and VM-selector. VM-predictor determines
when to trigger a migration between private and public clouds and which direction for
migration. VM-selector decides which VMs are selected to be migrated. Moreover, the
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VM-selector takes the public cloud’s pricing model into consideration so that the E-VM
can optimize the VM migration to achieve a much lower TCO than others.
The organization of the chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 introduces the background
of different types of cloud environments and the pricing models of modern public clouds.
Section 3.3 formulates the issue that we try to solve and introduces the motivation of
this work. The proposed scheme is described in Section 3.4. The conducted experiments
are discussed in Section 3.5 and the experimental results in a real system are shown in
Section 3.6. Section 3.7 briefly summarizes the related work. Finally, a conclusion is
drawn in Section 3.8.
3.2 Background
3.2.1 Public, Private and Hybrid Cloud
Public Cloud: The “pay as you use” consumption model for the public cloud is very
attractive to software developers to get a fast start. At the initial stage of development,
the required CPU, memory, and network bandwidth as well as the test data are rela-
tively small. So, convenience over cost is a reasonable and favorable trade-off. In this
chapter, we assume the applications or services developed are based on VMs. Differ-
ent pricing strategies/models may affect the virtual machine placement strategies. In
general, public cloud is a good choice for a) bursting temporary workloads, b) test and
development environments which require a fixed set of data to be exported/imported
during test and development processes, and c) low to modest amount of storage usage.
Private Cloud: Prior to the public cloud’s popularity, enterprises procured best of
breed compute, storage and networking from different vendors, with their proprietary
set of tools to support applications and manage/integrate those disparate components
together. Therefore, it is much more complicated when compared with the experiences
of the public cloud. Also, without the public cloud’s support, the private cloud has to
be designed with the consideration of the required peak demand for resources and thus
can be very costly. However, without a private cloud, the enterprises risk losing their
own internal software developers and the controllability of their data.
Since the equipment is already physically procured in private cloud, the focus of
the private cloud is to maximize the utilizations of these resources. However, if some
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resources in private cloud are saturated, the SLAs of certain VMs may be violated.
Therefore, it is important to identify workloads that are best migrated to the public
cloud to alleviate the saturation of resources while keeping the total cost down.
Hybrid cloud: Essentially, the public cloud provides a) simplicity and b) cost
advantage at a smaller scale. The private cloud provides a) cost at scale, b) close control
of data and resources, and c) possible performance advantage. The most remarkable
technology which makes cloud computing feasible is the advent of server virtualization.
With server virtualization (i.e., VMs), it is now possible to move VMs between servers
in a datacenter or from the private cloud back and forth to the public cloud. Therefore,
we can combine the public cloud’s benefits with that of the private cloud to provide
a) highly scalable, b) cost-effective, and c) high-performance cloud environment with
guaranteed SLAs. In a hybrid cloud, either for cost, performance or control reasons, the
need to move VMs between public and private clouds also requires data to be migrated
across extremely distributed domains.
3.2.2 Pricing Schemes in Cloud Computing
Currently, many public cloud services like Amazon Web Service (AWS) [1], Google
Cloud [4], and Microsoft Azure [3] provide several types of cloud computing services
including compute, database, analytic, blockchain, etc. The instance types cover from
various combinations of CPU, memory, storage, and networking capacities to satisfy
requirements from different tenants. By reviewing the pricing models from different
cloud providers, we find them sharing similar services and the pricing models can be
categorized with two perspectives. One is based on the types of instances, which provide
different resource configurations/combinations. For example, general-purpose instances
contain balanced CPU, memory, storage, and network resources. The type of memory-
Table 3.1: Pricing model in Amazon Web Services (AWS) [1]
vCPU Memory (GiB) Cost (per hour)
m5.large 2 8 $0.096
m5.xlarge 4 16 $0.192
m5.2xlarge 8 32 $0.384
m5.4xlarge 16 64 $0.768
... ...
General Purpose SSD (gp2) $0.1 per GB-month
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or CPU- optimized instances includes more memory or CPU resource than other types.
Therefore, they can be used for supporting different applications.
According to the property of “pay as you use” in the public cloud, instances with
different pricing plans have various pricing rates. Table 3.1 shows the pricing rates
of the general-purpose instances with the on-demand plan. Moreover, the users are
also charged by transferring their data out (not transferring data in) from the cloud
as shown in Table 3.2. Different locations (e.g., Ohio or California) also have different
pricing rates. Some cloud providers give a separate storage price rate called Elastic Block
Store (EBS) for different types of storage devices associated with an instance as seen in
Table 3.1. Our study in this chapter is based on a pricing model shown in Table 3.1.
We assume that the cloud providers give a pool of resources, and a resource in the pool
can be discretely and incrementally added. Moreover, the scheme is independent to the
pricing model and can be easily applied to other types of price models.
Finally, the SLAs of all VMs are hard to be fully satisfied due to the possible failures
of hardware devices [42]. Therefore, cloud providers always provide an advertised annual
or monthly failure rate like 0.00001 percent, which means the total downtime in one
month or one year is about 0.00001% (equivalent to about five minutes of downtime per
year). If the downtime is higher than the advertised value [2], there will be a penalty for
the cloud providers (discounts for users) as seen in Table 3.3. In this chapter, we follow
a similar penalty model as Table 3.3. Since the private cloud has limited resources, it is
also possible that some misclassification happens and the management does not migrate
some VMs to the public cloud on time. As a result, the utilization of VMs in the private
cloud is overflowed (i.e., resources are saturated). So, there will be a penalty when the
violations of the SLAs happen. The percentage of downtime is formulated by the total
number times of detected resource overflows divided by the total number of times the
Table 3.2: Pricing of transferring VMs out of clouds in AWS
Amazon [1] Microsoft [3] Google [4]
Size $/Month Size $/Month Size $/Month
<1GB 0 <5GB 0 <1TB 0.12
<9.99TB 0.09 <9.99TB 0.087 <10TB 0.11
next 40TB 0.085 next 40TB 0.083 10TB+ 0.08
next 100TB 0.07 next 100TB 0.07
>150TB 0.05 next 350TB 0.05
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monitoring and evaluating were done and the penalty cost is proportional to the daily
cost of private cloud resource usage.
Table 3.3: SLA violation penalty model [2]






In this section, we describe the problem that we intend to solve. We also present
two baseline approaches that will be compared with our approach later. The problem
is based on VM management in a hybrid cloud from an enterprise perspective. The
enterprise maintains a hybrid cloud including its own private cloud and an outside
public cloud. The private cloud has a fixed amount of resources, and the public cloud
can always provide adequate resources as the enterprise asked and plans to pay for. A
set of long-running virtual machines (VMs) are considered in the hybrid cloud. These
VMs support different types of user applications and services. The utilizations of each
VM in terms of CPU, memory and storage are dynamically changed since the required
resources of different tasks are up and down during different hours and days. The
enterprise manages these VMs to satisfy all requirements of VMs as their service-level
agreements (SLAs). Due to a large number of VMs used by the enterprise and the
demands for resources are dynamically changing, not all VMs can fit in the private
cloud, and some VMs must be allocated to the public cloud to ensure the requirements
of SLAs. Therefore, to maximize the enterprise’s profit, we want to minimize the total
cost of using the hybrid cloud while simultaneously satisfying the SLAs of all VMs.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the resources as well as the cost of private cloud including
personnel, maintenance and electricity are fixed. So, to minimize the total cost of the
hybrid cloud is to minimize the cost of the public cloud. The cost of the public cloud
comes from the following three aspects. One is the hourly rate of resources used by VMs
in the public cloud. The second is the fee of transferring data from the public cloud out.
The last one is the penalty cost (costpenalty) if any violations of SLAs happen. Thus, in
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one period T such as in one month, the total cost can be the summation of these three







tr outt + costpenalty (3.1)
where costt,Mpub indicates the total resource hourly cost of the public cloud at a period
t based on the resource utilization of a set of VMs in the public cloud (Mpub). Ptr is the
price rate of transferring data out of the public cloud in a one-month period. tr outt
refers to the transfer-out amount of data at a period t of this month. Here we assume
the cost of the public cloud is measured and charged hourly as we present in Section 3.2.
Since the utilizations of VMs are dynamically changing and the resources are fixed
in the private cloud, to satisfy the SLAs of all VMs and to minimize the cost of using
the public cloud, the resource utilizations of VMs in private and public clouds should be
periodically monitored and some VMs should be migrated during a small period (e.g.,
1 hour) to avoid any possible violations of SLAs. In this chapter, we plan to answer
the following questions such that the total cost of this hybrid cloud can be minimized
without causing any violations of SLAs of VMs: 1) How to do the migration, from
private to public or from public to private? 2) When to trigger the migration? 3)
Which VMs should be migrated?
To solve these problems, those most related studies can be categorized into two
types of approaches. One type [43] (Baseline#1 or BL#1 for short) is to trigger
VM migration from the private cloud to the public cloud when any resource utilization
reaches to a predetermined threshold (named forward threshold or f-TH for short) (e.g.,
90%). Based on this overflowed resource, the VMs are sorted based on their utilization
of this particular resource. After that, the VMs will be put into a migration queue
one by one starting from the VM, which uses the least amount of resource to the VM
using the largest amount of resource until the total utilization of the overflowed resource
of the remaining VMs is smaller than f-TH. Finally, the VMs in the migration queue
will be migrated from the private cloud to the public cloud. Moreover, if overflow
happens on multiple resources, following similar steps as mentioned above, the VMs are
sorted based on each overflowed resource independently. Then, the VMs are put into
different migration candidate queues (one per overflowed resource) until their required
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corresponding resources of the remaining VMs are below the threshold in the private
cloud. The VMs that appeared multiple times in these queues have a higher priority
to be selected for migration. The rest of the VMs will be selected following a round-
robin manner from different queues until the required resources of the remaining VMs
in the private cloud are all below the threshold. For the migration direction from the
public cloud to the private cloud, it also has a threshold (named backward threshold or
b-TH for short) (e.g., 70%), which is smaller than f-TH. The migration will be triggered
from the public cloud to the private cloud only when all resource utilization in the
private cloud are lower than b-TH. Selecting VM migration candidates follows a similar
aforementioned process, which first ranks VMs based on the utilization of different
resources independently and selects VMs with a round-robin manner until all required
resource utilization of the remaining VMs are below b-TH.
The other type of approaches [44, 45, 46, 47] (Baseline#2 or BL#2 for short)
focuses on optimizing VM allocation. The approach follows the same procedure as in
BL#1 to trigger the migration when any resource utilization reaches a predetermined
threshold. As for how to migrate/allocate VMs and minimize TCO, the problem can be
formulated to fully utilize the resources in the private cloud. Thus, the issue becomes to
maximally fit VMs into the private cloud such that the unused resources in the private
cloud are minimal. To solve the issue, we use the scheme in [47], which summaries all
resources by a combined factor (called fitness). We can give all three resources the same
weights and then sort the fitness of all VMs. Then, the VMs will be put into the private
cloud queue one by one from the VM with the largest fitness factor to the VM with the
lowest fitness factor. If any resource is overflowed by allocating the current VM, we just
skip the VM until going through all VMs. In the end, we have heuristically maximized
the fitness factor in the private cloud and the remaining VMs will be put into the public
cloud.
3.4 Algorithm Design
We assume that the cost of running VMs in the private cloud is lower and pretty much
fixed. Thus, it is important to maximize the usage of the private cloud and reduce the
cost of running VMs in the public cloud. The pricing model in the public cloud follows
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Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 in Section 3.2.2. We consider three types of resources (i.e.,
CPU, memory, and storage) needed by each VM in this chapter. That is, if a VM is
allocated with the required resources of CPU, memory and storage, it will satisfy its
SLA. We further assume that there is enough network bandwidth to migrate VMs.
In this section, we start to introduce the proposed E-VM to migrate VMs between
private and public clouds. The E-VM consists of two major types of components. One
is VM-predictors to determine if any VMs need to be migrated to the other type of
cloud. The VM-predictor’s purpose is to prevent any resource overflow in the private
cloud and reduce costs in the public cloud. The other is VM-selectors that use heuristic
algorithms to select a set of VMs to be migrated to ensure that each VM has enough
resources to satisfy its SLA.
3.4.1 Overall Structure
The major issues of a hybrid cloud are to determine when to trigger VM migrations
and which VMs need to be migrated. There are two migration directions: from private
to public cloud, and from public to private cloud. The reason to migrate VMs from
the private to public clouds is that the total demand of resources by the current VMs
in the private cloud is or will be overflowed, thus violations of the SLAs of VMs may
occur. Migrating a set of selected VMs to the public cloud will release some demand
of resources such that the resources of the private cloud are adequate for the remaining
VMs, thus avoid any SLA violations. Meanwhile, the public cloud can provide an elastic
amount of resources for VMs to satisfy their requirements with some extra cost based
on the amount of resources is used. Therefore, the migration from private to the public
cloud is necessary when the demand for resources by VMs is increased due to bursty
type of workloads.
Moreover, the purpose of the migrating VMs from the public cloud to the private
cloud is to minimize the TCO. The cost of running VMs in the public cloud is much
higher than that in the private cloud. Thus, it is always necessary to save costs by
migrating VMs back to the private cloud if there are enough available resources and the
resources are underutilized in the private cloud. However, a difficult part is that if the
private cloud stays close to the full utilization of its resources, it has a high probability














Figure 3.1: Overall structure of E-VM.
SLA violations will induce some penalty for the enterprise, which increases the TCO
as well. On the other hand, if we keep a large margin between available resources and
expected used resources in the private cloud, it means that more VMs have to run in
the public cloud. Although this is safer to avoid any SLA violations, it also increases
the cost when running too many VMs in the public cloud.
As shown in Figure 3.1, the E-VM follows four major steps for the VM migrations
between private and public clouds. 1 uses VM-predictors to predict the future utiliza-
tion of different resources of VMs in either private or public clouds according to the
historically collected information. If the overflow of demanded resources is detected,
in 2 VM-selector is used to select VMs to migrate from private cloud to public cloud
to ensure the SLAs of all VMs are satisfied. If a certain cost-reduction condition is
satisfied, it will advance to 3. That is, VM-selector will identify a set of VMs to be
migrated from the public cloud to the private cloud. The private and public clouds
have different criteria to select migration candidates, detailed in the following subsec-
tions. The last step, 4, is to do a live VM migration of the selected migration candidates
between private and public clouds. In this chapter, we assume one of the existing VM
live migration techniques can be used [48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] and there is no SLA
violation happened according to the live migration. The following subsections provide
the details of the E-VM scheme.
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Algorithm 6 VM-selector: migration from private to public
1: procedure VM selection - single factor overflow
2: // **FA1 is the overflowed factor/resource **//
3: OF = max(LPmean, SPmax)− private FA1 //overflow value on FA1
4: Reset cur FA1, cur FAs, mig VM and i prev
5: for i in VMs do
6: Comb[i] = coef1*i.FA1 + coef2*i.FA2 + coef3*i.FA3
7: end for
8: vm rank ← ranking Comb with descending order
9: for i in vm rank do
10: if OF > cur FA1 then
11: mig VM.append[i]
12: cur FAs = cur FAs + α*i.FA2 + β*i.FA3
13: cur FA1 = cur FA1 + i.FA1
14: i prev = i
15: else
16: if OF ¡ exchange i prev and i plus mig cand) and
17: i prev.FAs ¿ FAs in i plus mig cand then
18: mig VM.remove(i prev)
19: mig VM.append(m for m in mig cand)
20: mig VM.append(i)
21: mig cand.clear()
22: i prev = i








3.4.2 Migration from Private to Public Cloud
As indicated in Figure 3.1, there are two steps to decide when and which VMs to
migrate. For the resource overflow prediction, the VM-predictor collects and records the
utilization of three resources (i.e., CPU, memory, and storage) in the private cloud for
each observation period (e.g., every 15 mins). To accurately predict the future resource
utilization, a technique called Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) [56]
is used in this chapter. ARIMA is widely used for time-series forecasting problems based
on non-stationary data. Some other time-series forecasting models such as Long short-
term memory (LSTM) [57] can also be used to replace the ARIMA predictor. However,
the LSTM model may need more datasets and take a longer time to predict. Thus, we
decide to use the ARIMA model as the predictor.
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The VM-predictor-pri predicts the overall utilizations of three resources for the near
future (next observation period) in the private cloud. If the demand for any resources
is likely to be overflowed, the VM migration must be triggered to avoid any SLA vio-
lations. Since the demand for resources may be bursty and unpredictable, the ARIMA
model’s prediction may not be accurate. We use two methods to mitigate the inaccurate
prediction by the VM-predictor-pri. We add a Confidence Interval (CI) to the ARIMA
model and use the upper bound as the predicted value. By doing so, the upper bound
gives us a margin to tolerate some bursty workloads. Moreover, we use VM-predictor-pri
to predict two different numbers of future points. One is a shorter length with few near
future points (e.g., next four future points), and the other is a longer length (e.g., sixty
future points). According to the ARIMA model, the shorter period can give more accu-
rate results. The longer period is used to predict the trend of resource utilization. So,
we use the maximum value of the following two predicted values to determine whether
the migration should be triggered or not (i.e., whether the demand for any resource may
be overflowed or not): one is the predicted maximum value by shorter period (SPmax)
and the other predicted average value of the longer period (LPmean). If any of these
two values are higher than the resource capability in the private cloud, the migration
will be triggered and the process advances to 2 in Figure 3.1.
At 2, the VM-selector selects an appropriate set of VMs for migrating to the public
cloud. Since the three resources are considered, we have two VM selecting strategies.
One is that only a single resource will be overflowed, called single-factor overflow. In
this type, the VM-selector should find the VMs with high utilization of the overflowed
resource but with low utilization of the other two resources. The other is that two
or three resources will be overflowed in the private cloud, called combined-factor
overflow. In this case, the VM-selector should pick up the VMs with high utilization on
all these overflowed resources (factors) and make sure the utilization of non-overflowed
resources is as low as possible.
We first describe how Algorithm 6 handles the single-factor overflow. The over-
flow value (OF) is computed by the predicted value (max(SPmax, LPmean)) minus the
resource capacity (private FA1) of the overflowed resource/factor FA1 in the private
cloud. Then, the Comb value is computed for each VM based on its weighted re-
source utilizations. If one resource (factor) is overflowed (FA), its coef is assigned with
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10 ∗ FA/Phy FA (The coefficient 10 distinguishes the overflowed and non-overflowed
factors and also makes the non-overflowed factors considered in the scheme). Otherwise,
it is assigned with FA/Phy FA (Phy FA is the resource capacity of private cloud for
resource FA). We then ranked the VMs in the private cloud based on their Comb values
with a descending order (Line 7). After that, the VMs are put into a migration pool
(mig VM) until the accumulated utilization of the overflowed resource by VMs in the
pool (cur FA1) is larger than OF.
Moreover, to minimize the accumulated utilization of other resources (non-overflowed)
for the VMs in the pool as low as possible. We use a heuristic algorithm to accomplish
this. As indicated in Lines 9-20, a parameter (cur FAs) indicates how much utilization
of the other resources will be migrated. If OF becomes smaller than FA1 in mig VM, we
start to check if there are new VMs that have smaller demands for FA2 and FA3 than
the last inserted VM in the mig VM. The weights α and β reflect the cost overhead of
the other two resources in the public cloud. For example, in the public cloud, if only
5% margin for FA2 advances to the next price level with a cost increase of $0.2/h and
10% margin for FA3 with an extra $0.3/h cost, then α = 0.1 for FA2 and β = 0.3 for
FA3. The reason is that we do not want to migrate VMs with the high utilization of
other resources to the public cloud resulting in a higher unnecessary charge of other
resources. The coefficients can help distinguish the cost influence of different resources
in the public cloud.
Similarly, for combined-factor overflow, the VM-selector should pick up the VMs
with high utilization on all these overflowed resources and ensure the utilization of
non-overflowed resources is as low as possible. First, we need to make sure that the
OFs of all overflowed resources are smaller than that in the mig VM. In other words,
after migration, there is no overflow for any factor/resource in the private cloud. The
selection scheme prefers to pick up the VMs having high utilization on those overflowed
resources (use Comb value in Line 6 of Algorithm 6). This is because some VMs have
strong correlations between different resources. For example, one VM with high CPU
utilization may also have high memory utilization. So, choosing such a VM to migrate
can reduce the utilization of multiple overflowed resources. We use a similar heuristic
algorithm to replace the VMs with high utilization of non-overflowed resources in the
mig VM with VMs having low utilization of non-overflowed resources.
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3.4.3 Migration from Public to Private Cloud
The purpose of VM migration from the public to the private cloud is to reduce the
public cloud’s cost. If too many available resources are not used in the private cloud,
we should consider migrating some VMs from the public cloud to reduce the cost of the
public cloud. However, this needs to be done carefully since there is a higher possibility
of violating the SLAs of some VMs if the resources in the private cloud are almost fully
utilized. Moreover, we need to avoid ping-pong migrations between public and private
clouds. That is, we do not want to migrate some VMs between public and private clouds
back and forth in a short duration. A ping-pong migration may cause a high charge
since transferring data out from the public cloud is not free as seen in Table 3.2. Similar
to the migration from private cloud to the public cloud, there are two steps to follow,
but with different conditions and a different selection strategy.
We use the same predictor (named VM-predictor-pub in the public cloud) and pre-
diction model to estimate the future resource utilization of the public cloud. Unlike the
migration from the private cloud to the public cloud, the following two conditions are
used to trigger a migration. One (Cond#1) is that the migration can make the charge
of public cloud usage reduced by at least one pricing level according to the public cloud
pricing model. Since the pricing model, as shown in Table 3.6, is discrete, migrating
some VMs back to the private cloud may not reduce the overall cost. The other con-
dition (Cond#2) is that the private cloud has enough unused resources to accept the
migrated VMs. To avoid the ping-pong migration, the upper bound of the confidence
interval (CI) is used for predicting the utilization of resources. We take CI = 90% as a
default value in all evaluation experiments.
The VM-selection process is shown in Algorithm 7. First, the E-VM predicts how
much resource utilization should be reduced in the public cloud such that the pricing rate
can be degraded to a lower level (Lines 22-25). Then, based on the predicated resource
utilization of public and private clouds, we check if the current situation satisfies the
Cond#2 (Line 8). After that, we use the proposed heuristic algorithm to put the VMs
into vm rank based on their Comb values. Similar to Algorithm 6, coef values are
computed from pub FA/Phy FA (Phy FA is the resource capacity of private cloud for
the factor FA). Starting from the highest Comb value in vm rank, we put VMs in the
mig VM pool just before violating the condition (Cond#2). Moreover, the Cond#1
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Algorithm 7 VM-selector: migration from public to private
1: procedure VM selection
2: Reset cur cpu, cur mem, cur sto, mig VM and i prev
3: Obtain available private cloud resource margins: mgncpu, mgnmem, mgnsto
4: pubcpu, pubmem, pubsto = pub level()
5: for i in VMs do
6: Comb[i] = coef1*i.CPU + coef2*i.Mem + coef3*i.Storage
7: end for
8: vm rank ← ranking Comb with descending order
9: if mgncpu ¿ pubcpu and mgnmem ¿ pubmem then
10: for i in vm rank do
11: if i not in mig VM and mgncpu > cur cpu + i.cpu and mgnmem > cur mem + i.mem
and mgnsto > cur sto + i.sto then
12: mig VM.append[i]
13: cur cpu = cur cpu + i.cpu
14: cur mem = cur mem + i.mem




19: if pubcpu ¿ sum(i.cpu in mig VM) and pubmem ¿ sum(i.mem in mig VM) then
20: mig VM.clear()
21: else
22: for i in mig VM do







30: procedure pub level()
31: cpu util = max(LPmean.cpu, SPmax.cpu) - level cpu
32: mem util = max(LPmean.mem, SPmax.mem) - level mem
33: return pubcpu, pubmem
34: end procedure
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(Lines 15-16) checks if the cost is reduced based on the VMs in the migration pool.
If not, the migration pool will be cleared and no VMs will be migrated to the private
cloud. Finally, mig checker (Lines 18-22) checks the cost (called transferring out fee)
of migrating these VMs out the public cloud. If the cost is higher than the one-month
normal usage fee, these VMs will be kept in the public cloud. The reason for using a
one-month charge is that the transferring out fee is based on a monthly rate.
3.4.4 Overhead Discussion
In this subsection, we discuss the overhead of applying the E-VM scheme in a hybrid
cloud environment. The overheads of the E-VM scheme are mainly extra space and
computing time. One is the space overhead from recording VM resource utilization
information for both private and public clouds. The information includes the history of
the overall utilization of CPU, memory, and storage in the private and public clouds.
Assume we use the most recent 25 hours (100 historical monitored points) to predict
future one hour and four hours (future four and sixty points) and data are stored
with float format (4 bytes). Therefore, total amount of history information is 100 * 3
(resources) * 2 (clouds) bytes = 600 bytes. For each VM, we record their most recent
4 points. Then, we have 12*N bytes (N is the total number of VMs). So, the overhead
of recorded information is really small (400 VMs only need the space overhead of about
5.5KB).
The other overhead is the time required from building and executing a time-series
prediction model. We investigated the overhead in a system with Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2620 v3 2.4GHz processors. We use the Python3 with the statsmodels library.
The execution time of building and executing an ARIMA prediction model is about
0.107s. Compared to the monitor time interval (15 minutes in this work), the execution
time is tolerable.
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Table 3.4: Private cloud resource configurations for the scenarios with different numbers
of VMs
# of VMs vCPU Mem(GB) Storage (TB)
40 16 32 1
100 32 96 16
400 128 512 64
3.5 Experimental Results
3.5.1 Environment Description
We captured a mixture workload with 16 applications running on 400 VMs (i.e., 400
individual services) in a hybrid system of the HPE Lab. The applications are described
in Table 3.5. The peak utilizations of CPU, memory, and storage of each VM is captured
for every 15 minutes. The lengths of those traces are 1250 hours. We then built an
in-house simulator based on different migration schemes to calculate their overall cost
($). To investigate the scalability of this work, three scenarios with different numbers
of VMs (40 VMs, 100 VMs and 400 VMs) are considered in these experiments. The
scenarios of 40 VMs and 100 VMs select VMs following a round-robin manner from 16
applications. Correspondingly, we set up several private cloud configurations for these
three scenarios, as shown in Table 3.4. The pricing model follows Table 3.2, Table 3.3
and Table 3.6 for migration cost, penalty cost and normal cost, respectively.
3.5.2 Overall Comparison
In this subsection, we make comparisons between the proposed scheme and the two
baselines described in Section 3.3. Baseline1 (BL#1) is based on independent resources
to select VMs as migration candidates. Baseline2 (BL#2) uses a heuristic algorithm to
optimize VM locations when the migration is triggered. By default, the trigger migration
threshold is set to either 70% or 90% for these two baselines, denoted by BL#1-70,
BL#2-70, BL#1-90, and BL#2-90, respectively. As shown in Figure 3.2, we
can find that the proposed scheme can reduce the overall cost by 1.4x - 4.6x, 1.4x - 11.6x,
and 6.1x - 14.6x for the workloads of 40 VMs, 100 VMs, and 400 VMs, respectively.
To analyze the results, we breakdown the cost into three categories (Usage, Migration
and Penalty). Usage refers to the cost of normal utilization of VMs running in the
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Figure 3.2: Overall cost comparison with different numbers of VMs.
Figure 3.3: Percentage of different costs with 40 VMs workload.
public cloud. Migration refers to the migration cost when egressing out from the public
cloud to the private cloud. Penalty demonstrates the penalty cost when SLA violations
happen in the private cloud. The percentage costs of these three categories are indicated
in Figure 3.3. We can find that the proposed E-VM achieves more than 90% normal
usage cost, and the cost of combining migration and penalty is less than 10%. BL#1
and BL#2 get much larger migration cost (25%+ and 75%+, respectively) than E-VM.
The reasons are threefold: 1) The static threshold cannot provide an accurate prediction
of utilization trends and thus it potentially causes a higher migration overhead between
private and public clouds. 2) The combined resource consideration in E-VM takes care
of the potential correlations between different resources (e.g., CPU and memory) and
correctly selects VMs to fit in either private or public clouds. It fully utilizes the private
cloud resource and also potentially reduces the number of migrations triggered. 3) The
migration checker filters out some VM migration candidates by comparing the cost
between staying in public and egressing out from the public cloud to the private cloud.
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Amazon m5.large 2 8 0.096 0.1
Microsoft n1-std 1 2 0.036 0.075
Google Av2 1 3.75 0.0475 0.17
Figure 3.4: Overall costs by using different public clouds with 40 VMs workload.
As a result, it prevents ping-pong migrations between private and public clouds, thus
reducing the overall cost.
3.5.3 Different Cloud Pricing Models
In this subsection, we investigate the overall cost of these schemes when using different
cloud platforms. As shown in Table 3.6, we pick three similar general-purpose instances
from Amazon Web Service, Microsoft Azure, and Google Cloud as our resource units.
Following the discussion in Section 3.2.2, the resources in Table 3.6 are basic units, and
the total amount of resources in the public cloud can be scaled based on how many
resources VMs will use. The pricing models of transferring VMs out of clouds are
following Table 3.2.
The total cost of different platforms with running three different workloads (40
VMs, 100 VMs and 400 VMs) are shown in Figure 3.4, Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6
respectively. First, the proposed E-VM scheme always gets the least cost compared to
the two baselines no matter what platforms we are using. The reasons are described
in the previous subsection. To horizontally compare different platforms based on the
pricing model in Table 3.6, Google obviously obtains the highest cost among three
cloud platforms with running 40, 100, and 400 VMs for all three schemes. The reason
is that Google has a much higher storage price rate (1.7x - 2.3x higher) and a higher
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Figure 3.5: Overall costs by using different public clouds with 100 VMs workload.
Figure 3.6: Overall costs by using different public clouds with 400 VMs workload.
cost rate of transferring data out (12% higher under 10TB) than those from Amazon
and Microsoft. To compare between Amazon and Microsoft, they achieve similar cost.
For some cases like the workload of 40 VMs, Amazon is higher than Microsoft, while
Amazon obtains a lower cost in 100 VMs for E-VM and BL#2. To figure out a deeper
understanding, we can normalize the cost to one vCPU and one GiB memory cost.
Therefore, Amazon has $0.048/vCPU and $0.012/GiB memory, while Microsoft has
$0.036/vCPU and $0.018/GiB memory. Obviously, memory-intensive workloads are
better to use Microsoft or Amazon platforms, while CPU-intensive workloads prefer to
use the Microsoft cloud platform.
Lesson#1, people can always find a similar pricing model in different cloud providers
since the cloud providers try to use similar rates with their competitors. However, the lit-
tle difference may give users a significant benefit based on the requirements of workloads.
3.5.4 Individual Types of Applications
In this subsection, we run each type of applications individually in the hybrid cloud.
As mentioned in Section 3.5.1, 16 types of workloads have different properties. We run
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Figure 3.7: Total migration size and number of migrated VMs for two schemes.
40-VM configuration shown in Table 3.4. The price model follows the Amazon pricing
model in Table 3.6.
As we see in Figure 3.7, in total 16 workloads, on average, the proposed E-VM
achieves 36.3% and 80.7% lower cost than BL#1 and BL#2, respectively. Moreover, it
outperforms the two baselines with nine workloads. E-VM and BL#1 achieve similar
in four workloads (e.g., Exchange Tx and SAP Ariba stage). BL#2 always obtains the
highest cost due to a high migration overhead. Meanwhile, BL#1 has a lower cost
than E-VM in three workloads (i.e., CephS3, MySQL Prod, and SAP Ariba Test). The
reason is that these three workloads have more frequent dramatic resource utilization
changes and thus the predictor in E-VM cannot accurately predict the trend of utiliza-
tion changes. As a result, a larger penalty is induced due to more resource overflows in
E-VM and thus, incurs a higher cost than BL#1. For the mixed workloads discussed in
Section 3.5.2, dramatic resource utilization changes of few workloads might be canceled
or mitigated by mixing different workloads. Therefore, for those workloads of 40-, 100-,
and 400 VMs, E-VM always outperforms the two baselines.
3.5.5 Effect of Separate Features
In this subsection, we discuss the effect of different individual features. Starting from
BL#1, we add one feature each time until it becomes E-VM as described below:
[leftmargin=*]BL#1: is the baseline scheme which uses static threshold to trigger
migration and consider each utilization separately. +Dynamic: adds dynamic
utilization prediction based on BL#1. ++Combined: considers correlation be-
tween factors/resources based on +Dynamic. +++Mig: uses a migration checker
in the public cloud based on ++Combined, which is E-VM.
We compare the above four schemes with three workloads. The pricing model is the
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Figure 3.8: Total cost of individual schemes with the 40 VM workload.
same as that in Section 3.5.2. To conveniently see the cost reduction, the total cost of
BL#1 is normalized to 1. From Figure 3.8, Figure 3.9, and Figure 3.10, we can find that
in general the total cost is gradually decreased from BL#1 to +++Mig (E-VM). On
average, +Dynamic obtains 19% lower cost than BL#1, ++Combined gets 16% lower
cost than +Dynamic and +++Mig achieves 59% lower cost than ++Combined. There
are some exception in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. For example, +Dynamic gets a higher
cost than BL#1. The reason is similar to the scenario of CephS3 in Section 3.5.4. Due to
irregular changes of resource utilization, the utilization predictor inaccurately predicts
the future utilization and triggers some unnecessary migrations between public cloud
and private cloud. For another exception in Figure 3.9, when considering correlations
between resources, we can migrate VM more efficiently and fully utilize private cloud
resources, resulting in less migration overhead and less normal usage in the public cloud.
However, when any resource utilization faces a burst, it induces a higher risk of violating
SLAs in the private cloud. Therefore, the SLA violation penalty in this case is higher
than the others.
Lesson#2, based on the modern cloud pricings, the price strategy of cloud providers
is to discourage users from migrating VMs out from public clouds.
3.6 Real System Evaluation
The proposed scheme E-VM and Baseline1 are applied in a real system, and we made
a comparison for these two schemes in terms of migration overhead using 1000 Virtual
Machines with an average of 8 virtual CPUs per VM. At the beginning of the test
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Figure 3.9: Total cost of individual schemes with the 100 VM workload.
Figure 3.10: Total cost of individual schemes with the 400 VM workload.
cycles, 500 Virtual Machines were in the private cloud and 500 Virtual Machines were
hosted in Amazon elastic services. The workload used was the clone copies of the
Hewlett Packard Enterprise data center workload, which had replication set up with
the production workload. This workload allows us to get the performance of a realistic
workload as close as possible. The experimental environment had 100 HPE DL380 Gen
10 Servers. Each server configured with Intel Xeon Model, Gold 6248R Processor with
24 core 3.0GHz processors, 35.75 MB L3 Cache, 2 @10.4 GT/s UPI and 2933 MT/s
DDR4 memory 1 TB per socket. Each Server is configured to host 4 Virtual Machines
using VMware vSphere 6.7 U3. The Network Controller on each server, 10/25Gb 2-
port LFR-SFP28 MCX4121A-ACFT Adapter. The Storage Controller on each server,
P408i-a w/2GB cache 8 port modular Smart Array with 24 SFF SSDs in Front and 6
SFF SSDs in the rear.
First, we investigate the data movement in hybrid clouds. The less data is moved,
the better it is from reducing the cost point of view because the data in and out is one of
the important cost parameters in the public cloud. As shown in Figure 3.11, it is clear
to see that the BL#1 model performs worse than the proposed scheme. Specifically,
BL#1 migrates 4.9x more data (2.6x more VMs) than the proposed E-VM scheme. This
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Figure 3.11: Total migration size and number of migrated VMs for two schemes.
Figure 3.12: Overall CPU consumption (public+private) and the private CPU con-
sumption of E-VM and BL#1.
is primarily because the simple decision model trying to keep a large number of VMs in
the private cloud makes the algorithm aggressively move VMs from the public cloud to
the private cloud. Also, this BL#1 algorithm more aggressively picks up VMs of low
CPU utilization from the public cloud to migrate.
Moreover, one key observation from Figure 3.12 is with the number of the total
number of CPUs used in the public cloud. The E-VM approach has worked better on
all but one iteration against BL#1. On average, the E-VM scheme saves about 12%
CPU consumption compared to BL#1. Another interesting observation is that E-VM
tends to stack up the public cloud with the dormant CPUs from the private cloud. This
tends to keep the count of virtual CPU cores less on the public cloud. In a hybrid cloud,
this reflects less cost due to the pricing model of public cloud using the number of CPU
cores and better utilization of resources in the private cloud.
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3.7 Related Work
For the hybrid cloud’s research topics, people mainly focused on three aspects of the
hybrid cloud.
In the first aspect, the previous studies [46, 58, 59, 45, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68]
mainly focused on task/VM allocation. For example, Liang et al.[46] proposed a cost-
driven model for scheduling tasks/VMs in hybrid clouds by using a firework algorithm
based algorithm. Their work mostly focused on scheduling tasks on VMs. VM allocation
is only considered by the availability of resources in an environment with small-scaled
physical machines. Finally, they minimized the cost from a user’s perspective. H2-
D2 [59] is an approach focusing on the problem of multi-objective VM reassignment for
large and hybrid data centers. Multiple dimensions of the infrastructure optimization
including the overhead of running IT infrastructure, reliability and migration were in-
dependently considered. However, they statically reassigned VMs to different clouds,
which are not sufficient for handling dynamical workloads. Also, they did not consider
the pricing model for a hybrid cloud environment.
Another aspect is that different roles in hybrid cloud set different objectives. The
cloud service providers try to maximize their profit including minimizing their IT in-
frastructure cost and delivering proper prices [59, 45]. For example, Liu et al. [45]
proposed a scheme to decide the resources in a private cloud and schedule the requests
from users to private or public clouds. Also, they tried to decide the optimal prices
for the public cloud service providers by using a Stackelberg game model. Therefore,
this work is trying to solve the issues for public cloud service providers. The difference
between individual users and cloud service customer (CSC) is whether they have their
own private cloud. Normally, the enterprises as cloud service customers have their own
private cloud and individual users also purchase services from cloud server customers
such as HPE and Dropbox. For the individual users and CSCs, they tried to minimize
their cost on the public cloud by fully utilizing the resources purchased from public
clouds or in hybrid cloud [58, 46, 62].
The third aspect focuses on the pricing model of cloud environment. From the
perspective of cloud providers, they try to set up proper pricing strategies for their
products [1, 3, 45]. From a user perspective, they allocate resources based on different
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pricing models to minimize their overall cost [59, 60].
In summary, most of the above work did not manage VM allocation and migration
in a hybrid cloud from an enterprise point of view. They did not fully consider the
dynamically changing workloads of VMs in hybrid clouds. They in general ignore the
utilization correlations between different resources and lack a comprehensive considera-
tion of pricing models.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we propose a smart migration scheme for hybrid clouds, called E-VM,
to target on fully utilizing the resources in the private cloud and minimizing the cost of
using the public cloud. The E-VM considers bi-directional migrations between private
and public clouds. Two components (VM-predictor and VM-selector) are built in the
E-VM to determine if there is any need for migration between private and public clouds
and which VMs will be migrated to the other cloud. Moreover, the E-VM is designed
based on one pricing model in Amazon Web Services and can be extended to different
pricing models from other cloud providers. According to the experimental results, the
proposed E-VM can reduce the total cost of using the public cloud by 1.4x - 14.6x
compared to the existing VM migration schemes.
Chapter 4
Regulatory Compliance
Considerations for Hybrid Cloud
4.1 Introduction
To meet the performance and the cost goals, workload and data mobility are the core
underpinnings of Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure. But these goals must be accomplished
while achieving the regulatory guidelines such as GDPR (General Data Protection Reg-
ulation) in EU and CCPA (California Consumer Privacy Act) in State of California.
These regulations are in place to protect the privacy of consumers and protection of data
sovereignty. Technologies such as Server Virtualization and Containers make workload
mobility relatively easy to execute but they are built on Storage protocols in the pre-
hybrid cloud era not designed to retain or enforce data locality, privacy.
Any Hybrid Cloud environment must meet the performance and cost goals for its
services while responsibly protecting the privacy of consumers and sovereignty of the
data. In this chapter we will, a) explore the practical implications of the regulations to
the Hybrid Cloud environment, b) explore state of art technological steps taken by the
top public cloud providers to meet these regulations and c) propose practical changes
in the core Storage infrastructure layers to better enforce data locality and protect
consumer privacy.
Workloads which operate on private datacenters are Private Cloud workloads whereas
the workloads which operate on public clouds such as Microsoft Azure, Google Cloud
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Compute, AWS and Alibaba are Public Cloud workloads.
Private cloud offers security, reliability and performance advantages. These private
cloud advantages are attribute of the characteristics of the private data center architec-
ture; it is harder to exploit man in middle attacks, infrastructure is custom built with
reliability and performance as core design tenant. Public cloud offers ease of deployment,
scale on demand and operating cost advantages.
The disadvantages of private cloud are they difficult to scale on demand, require
high operating cost and have to manage legacy software stacks. The disadvantages of
public cloud are security and privacy concerns, high cost to migrate data in and out of
the public cloud.
With the advent of the server virtualization technology, we can build a workload
which can seamlessly move workload from pubic to private and vice versa depending
on the required workload characteristics. Such a hybrid cloud can retain and deliver
the advantages of both public cloud and private cloud while minimizing their respective
disadvantages.
There are significant data, privacy concerns which the service providers have to
factor in while designing services for hybrid cloud. Government agencies have been
increasingly concerned about the data privacy of the consumer in public cloud which
is becoming a complicated issue with hybrid cloud, data mobility between public and
private cloud. Public cloud providers own and control the hardware and the software
stack on which the workloads are deployed. From such grounds up design applications
it is easier to add metadata to build a framework to modernize security and privacy of
the end user. But the private clouds have to factor in legacy application stack which
are harder to adopt the regulations without re-writes.
European Union has taken the most comprehensive approach to make sure that
the consumers data privacy is forefront in hybrid cloud. The two key attributes which
are critical in GDPR are: a) user controls data and b) in hybrid cloud data can only
travel to countries which has equal to or stricter data privacy laws than GDPR. The
significance of these attributes is GDPR developed a framework which factors in need
for workload/data mobility for hybrid cloud in a responsible way with consumer data
privacy as the key core cornerstone to protect.
Our objective with this research is to propose a system architecture framework which
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incorporates data privacy regulations in fluidity expected of hybrid cloud workloads from
service providers point of view. The novelty of the proposal is that it doesn’t require
complete application re-write and thereby improving the changes of faster adoption for
this framework.
In this chapter we first introduce the key foundational elements to GDPR and its im-
plications to the system architecture, overview of the Storage Protocols and their theory
of operations to highlight potential solutions to incorporate the needs for GDPR and
location-based services with an illustration of how it could be used for the infrastructure
management in the datacenter.
In the next section, we examine the state of art system architecture in industries
which has to consider and deploy end user privacy. We considered a number of public
cloud providers such as from Facebook, Google, Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS.
For this second section we decided to example Google’s infrastructure among the other
service providers since Google has published several academic papers regarding their
infrastructure which help us examine and reference to advance the open system archi-
tecture.
In the fourth section, we propose a modernization framework for all Storage Pro-
tocols to factor in regulatory compliance and policy concerns. Application backward
compatibility is key to adoption of the proposal in the open systems. There are two spe-
cific areas we investigated in this section. First, we propose embedding scalable access
metadata in the data structures of the existing protocols. Our approach helps with the
backward compatibility of the applications. Second, we noticed a major vulnerability
in the Storage protocols with man in the middle attacks. This is understandable since
most of the protocols were designed in the era prior to cloud. We propose an approach
to address man in the middle attack based on the similar transformation and approach
taken in the wireless authentication field.
Later in the experiment section we examine how both of our proposals described in
earlier section perform. The research of expanding the Storage protocols to make them
secure and incorporating the regulatory compliance to protect user privacy is a new
field. We believe our proposals will also spin up many more research in making storage
protocols more secure and regulatory compliant.
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4.2 Background on GDPR, Storage Protocols and Location-
based Services
GDPR [69] as a regulation was adopted on 14 April 2016 and became enforceable on 25
May 2018. The primary concerns of the regulations are two-fold: a) Data Protection
and Privacy of the personal data by giving control to individuals over their personal
data, and b) Addresses the transfer of personal data outside of EU (European Union)
and EEA (European Economic Area).
The regulation also requires businesses, report data breaches to the national supervi-
sory authorities within 72 hours if they have an adverse effect on user privacy. Financial
penalty for violators could be as high as 4% of the previous year revenue for violating
corporation.
GDPR has been the model for regulations across the world including CCPA [70]
and regulations in countries such as Japan, South Korea, Brazil, Argentina and Kenya.
GDPR is having a significant impact of changing the operating paradigm for application,
data and storage architectures.
4.2.1 GDPR First Core Intent – User Controls the Data
One of the two core intents of the GDPR is to give the control of the data to the user.
No personal data may be processed unless this processing is done under one of six lawful
bases specified by the regulation; consent, contract, public task, vital interest, legitimate
interest or legal requirement shown in Table 4.1.
The data management model however in data center is complex and it is incredibly
hard to discern with certainty where all the copies of the data for a particular user reside
to provide such granular control of the per object data management.
The application deployment model (and not the user) is the center of the data
management in today’s datacenter. The 4.1 below gives a typical scenario for how
multiple copies of data can exist in the datacenter. These copies are encapsulated
in the data format of application layers, operating environment format and various
systems specific activities such as disaster recovery (DR systems) and Sequence of Full
and Incremental Backups.
In such a model, there is no standard way to discern and confirm to the end user
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Table 4.1: Typical 3-layer stack involved in the journey of data with multiple copies of
itself
Deployment Production/Test Deployment Data Protection Deployment
Application ProdApp 1 to X TestApp 1 to N DR System Backup
Data Management VMDK 1 to X Container 1 to N Replicas 2 or 3 Full + Increments
Storage Layer Block File Block & File Object
by the system administration that user data processing was done under the six lawful
bases specified by the regulation.
In this section, we will examine the 6 lawful bases for the data access and their
implications on the system architecture [71, 72].
• Consent: Under the GDPR, one of the lawful ways to process the personal data
is via an individual’s unambiguous consent. The implication of the unambiguous
consent is that there must be a clear affirmative action. This means that obtaining
tacit consent for personal data is no longer valid and a one-time click consent also
needs to be revalidated.
• Contract: This applies when the processing is related to the parties to a business,
employment or administrative agreement and is required to maintain or fulfil the
agreement. For example, this could be the processing of an employee’s name,
surname and photograph to produce a company ID card.
• Legitimate Interest: When the processing is necessary for compliance with a legal
obligation of the data processor, as long as this is not overridden by the inter-
ests or rights and freedoms of the data subject, bearing in mind the reasonable
expectations of the subject based on their relationship with the data controller.
Therefore, although the controller may process the data without having obtained
consent in virtue of their legitimate interest, the subject may also impose their
rights and freedoms by exercising their right of opposition. We can see that among
all these situations of lawful processing, the satisfaction of legitimate interests is
the one that generates the most uncertainty as it can cover a wide range of con-
cepts. Examples of cases in which the legitimate interests of the processor may
apply are prevention of fraud, transmitting data within a group of companies, and
transmitting data to ensure network security, use of what are known as “onboard
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cameras” on vehicles, for the purpose of recording images as legal evidence in the
event of an accident.
• Vital Interest: In this case, the processing is necessary to protect the vital interests
of the data subject or another physical person. Examples of vital interests and
public interest as those which require processing for humanitarian purposes (to
control epidemics, for example) and situations of humanitarian emergencies, in
particular in situations of natural and man-made disasters.
• Public task: The processing is required for the purpose of fulfilling a mission
carried out in the public interest or in the exercise of public powers conferred
on the processor. The GDPR stipulates that, both for the fulfilment of public
interests and legal obligations, member states may maintain or introduce more
specific provisions. An example of such interest would be, schools may obtain a
central sex offenders’ registry clearance certificate, which is required for everyone
who works with minors.
• Compliance Requirement: One of the legal obligations that the data processor or
the electronic trust service provider must preserve the data and documents for a
period of 5 years. After which time the data can be safely destroyed or deleted
with an explicit end user consent.
There are three types of access initiators [73, 74]: a) Personal user (PU), b) Data
Processor (DP), c) Legal Processor (LP). The intent of the regulations is to protect the
privacy of the user but there are pre-defined legal reasons for access to the data. In the
Table 4.2 below we have articulated the key characteristics of all types of access.
Table 4.2: Implications of the various interests and key attributes affecting data man-
agement
Interest Access Initiators User consent User notify One time Event based Delete
Personal PU Y Y Y N Y
Contract DP Y Y Y N N
Legitimate LP N Y N Y N
Vital LP N Y N Y N
Public LP N Y N Y N
Compliance DP Y Y Y N Y
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Data Processors are the applications providers managed or cloud hosted who manage
the data for the personal users. Legal Processors are entities, which could be federal or
state authorities. The user consent is not necessary for all the cases under which user
data can be accessed however at some later point user can be notified about the reason
for data access. Only the user and the Data Processor can delete the data assuming
compliance after stipulated period of time. The Legal Processors can access the data
on a specific event basis.
We can create a metadata structure for per access object with the following at-
tributes mapped to the Table 4.2. The metadata structure could consist of the 8 key
attributes which best captures the intent of the core tenant of the GDPR regulations.
a) Interest ID, b) Action, c) Consent, d) Notified, e) Request Time, f) Duration, g)
Event Bit and h) Delete Time.
4.2.2 GDPR Second Core Intent: Data travels only to countries with
protections equal to GDPR
At the initial onset of the regulations, there were strict guidelines and regulations so
that the data never leaves the country of where the data was originated. Example: Data
generated in France could not leave or be accessed in Germany.
These restrictions became cumbersome and improbable to practically implement for
following reasons: a) Data protection strategy for cloud providers may need the data to
be present in more than one location and b) Legitimate business reasons for the data
to be accessible from secure countries. In short, all provisions of data transfer shall be
applied in order to ensure that the level of protection of natural persons guaranteed by
GDPR is not undermined.
4.2.3 Storage Protocols and Theory of Operations
The storage protocols have not evolved with the advent of virtual machines and the
containers. The existing block and file protocols which were designed with the client-
server model for connectivity still continue to be the primary sources of data platform.
So, all the security models which existed prior to the operating system virtualization
and containerization continue to be challenge and new surface area of security concerns
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Figure 4.1: Illustration for the Block, File and object protocols
and policies have emerged which are not factored in these storage protocols, shown in
Figure 4.1
Block Protocols provides the most granular form of data access is oldest and the
most popular form for the storage protocols. SCSI (Small Computer System Interface)
became a standard in 1986 long before internet era. Various transport layer such as
Fibre Channel and iSCSI (internet-based SCSI), Ethernet based came much later but
the core of this protocol to access, update and modify small blocks of storage randomly
by the host operating principle has not changed.
File Protocols and ability to access files in a directory hierarchy emerged in the 90s
and become popular due to the NFS (Network File Server), initially created by Sun Mi-
crosystems and CIFS (Common Internet File System), created by Microsoft. A remote
host (client) can access the file from a central NAS (network attached storage server).
The security models of NAS were much more robust than the block protocols and for
the first time, the user level permission were first introduced for data management.
Object Protocols are contemporary protocols which are based on key value pair. The
entire data per key is stored as single blob. This blob of data can be of arbitrary size
and access to this data a query from the client side to access the blob of data associated
with the key. Object Store are generally used in the large-scale repository and not
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remotely accessed via protocols such as Amazon S3 and OpenStack Swift Object API.











































Theory of Operations and Compare for the three Storage protocols:
The iSCSI protocol is a point-to-point storage protocol connecting iSCSI initiator
(an iSCSI client) to iSCSI target (an iSCSI storage device). The iSCSI client recognizes
iSCSI target through initiator node name called iQN. In case of iSCSI, there is an
optional server which keeps a list of all the available iSCSI targets, called iSNS. An
iSNS server is responsible for informing iSCSI client which iSCSI targets are available
on network, grouping iSCSI client to their correct domain sets and informing iSCSI
clients which security aspects to use to associate the targets.
All the major operating systems have iSCSI initiator driver bundled as part of the
core operating system. Because iSCSI data access is at a much granular layer at each
block level of say 4K, 8K, 32K, etc. hosted on the LUN, there is not even context to
assign a per application or a per user level authentication mechanism. This poses a
significant security risk, if the iSCSI LUN is compromised then the entire data is visible
to the attacker through any and all virtual machine and containers which is connected
to the storage device.
The major iSCSI security issues are, a) iQN values are trusted, this is spoof-able,
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vulnerable to man in the middle attack and values can be brute-forced. b) The iSCSI
protocol in its core is clear text protocol, although recent version of iSCSI can make
use of Kerberos, c) iSCSI use Challenge Handshake Authentication Protocol (CHAP) is
a network login protocol that uses a challenge-response mechanism. The CHAP based
authentication is used to restrict iSCSI access to volumes and snapshots to hosts that
supply the correct account name and password (or ”secret”) combination.
The iSCSI protocol is not application location aware, there is no notion in the
protocol about the origin for the iSCSI target.
NFS protocol is use today predominantly are either, NFSv3 or NFSv4. NFSv3 has
limited security model. In this version there was no server authentication, and the
client authentication was limited to defining a list of authorized clients on a NFS server.
Systems are listed by hostname or IP address. NFS server are responsible for validating
the source IP address, but there were no strict implementation verifying that the IP
address claimed by the client were indeed the IP address. NFS v3 protocol made use of
RPC (Remote Procedure Calls), the NFS server explicitly trusted the UIDs and GIDs
provided by the underlying systems.
NFSv4 was a marked improvement over the NFSv3 protocol. However, NFSv4 is
still considered very complex to deploy and NFSv3 still remains the most widely used
NFS protocol. In NFSv4, the user authentication is done through Kerberos and the
Server authentication is provided by LIPKEY (Low Infrastructure Public Key).
The NFS protocol like iSCSI protocol is not application location aware, there is no
notion in the protocol for the NFS clients.
Object Protocol is contemporary storage protocols is simple in structure and de-
signed for high latency internet connections. S3 is the de-facto standard in object
protocol. The protocol re-uses the http authentication and authorization mechanism,
and objects are created, stored and deleted using simply put and get commands served
through the http protocol.
The objects stored from the object protocol are stored in buckets. Buckets are just
a simple collection of objects of similar pre-defined domain/sets into a single logical
collection. The access to the buckets is through access control list. For data availability,
objects can be dispersed on multiple buckets in multi-datacentre. The metadata in the
object protocol are easily extensible and because of its use of simple REST interface it
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is popular to store a large repository of data.
Most common object protocols don’t have the ability to update in place a particular
file or an object. So, for all practical purposes, the objects in the object store are
immutable. This is much different that the block or the file protocols where the objects
can be updated or re-written in place.
The object protocol has some degree of application awareness, but it is used to make
sure the data is highly available. Each object is replicated in to 2 or more than 2 copies
for data availability reasons. The awareness in this case is for placement of the data in
multiple data centre for high availability of access and not security of access.
The object protocols in that regard are more application aware than either the NFS
protocol or iSCSI protocol however, it doesn’t have notion of enforcing at the application
level to make sure the objects are not accessed by applications outside of its granted
privileges.
4.2.4 Introduction to Location Based Services
Location Based Services can be looked at two levels: a) Within the datacentre and b)
Across the datacentre. Within the datacentre, wireless access point can be used and
across the datacentre, we can use the location-based services available through cloud
providers. With the advances in wireless access point [75] [76], it is possible to pinpoint
the location of the rack and the servers in the rack to assign location.
Figure 4.2 illustrates a real live example of the asset tag which is located with
the datacentre and Figure 4.3 below illustrates how we can get the entire datacentre
wired with the location for creating the end-to-end location awareness from app and host
operating system to the storage protocols. All the information can be programmatically
access via well-defined API from the access points. The triangulation services are also
available through the access points for pinpoint accuracy.
Across the datacentre, pioneered by the consumer business GPS and location-based
services are readily available. Below is a quick snippet of the code on getting the latitude
and longitude data in this case from Android API [77] [78] as in the following example.
mGeofenceList . add (new Geofence . Bu i lder ( )
// Set the r eques t ID o f the geo f ence . This i s
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Figure 4.2: Asset Tag in the datacentre with floor plan using wireless access points
// a s t r i n g to i d e n t i f y t h i s geo f ence .
. s e tRequest Id ( entry . getKey ( ) )
. s e tC i r cu l a rReg ion ( entry . getValue ( ) . l a t i t u d e ,
entry . getValue ( ) . l ong i tude ,
Constants .GEOFENCE RADIUS IN METERS)
. s e tExp i ra t ionDurat ion (
Constants .GEOFENCE EXPIRATION IN MILLISECONDS)
. se tTrans i t ionTypes ( Geofence .GEOFENCE TRANSITION ENTER |
Geofence .GEOFENCE TRANSITION EXIT)
. bu i ld ( ) ) ;
The location information both within and outside the datacenter can be easily ob-
tained programmatically through the well-defined API sets.
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Figure 4.3: Wireless Access Point through the datacentre floor [5]
4.3 Current State of Art
Public Cloud Providers such as Google, Facebook, Microsoft Azure and Amazon AWS
are governed by the GDPR regulations. Unlike the enterprise datacenters, the advan-
tages these contemporary systems are a) all their infrastructure and data workflow are
homogenous and b) non encumbered with the backward compatibility of applications
and data sets to legacy apps.
We studied the Google infrastructure, Bigtable [79] and examined how it could be
adopted to designing a system architecture which provides user the control of their data.
The novelty of Bigtable is the simple data model, which provides application (and users)
dynamic control over data layout and format, shown in Figure 4.4.
Bigtable is a distributed storage system for managing structured data that is de-
signed to scale to a very large size: petabytes of data across thousands of commodity
servers. The combination of Bigtable on GFS [80] has supported many projects at
Google store data including web indexing, and Google Earth among others. These ap-
plications place very different demands on Bigtable, both in terms of data size (from
URLs to web pages to satellite imagery) and latency requirements (from backend bulk
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Figure 4.4: Data Model for Bigtable [6]
processing to real-time data serving). Despite these varied demands, Bigtable and GFS
has successfully provided a flexible, high-performance solution for all of these Google
products.
Theory of Operations: A transaction granularity is a row. A row is populated with
the column family with arbitrary payload defined by the attributes in each column
family. Every update is a new time series of row transaction. The most recent write is
added to the data model in chunks of 64KB and can be read instantly. This provides
high sustained bandwidth and low latency.
Key architectural assumptions: Bigtable and GFS implement well-defined semantics
for concurrent appends [81, 82, 83]. This supports a strong set of producer-consumer
model, hundreds of producers concurrently appending, provide atomicity with minimal
synchronization overhead and consumers able to read the file as it is written. The
control of data management is with client.
Inherent data management attribute provided: The application is always consis-
tent and inherently has access to the versioned data, providing data protection as key
inherent attribute. The column family can be easily extended with any new form of
metadata at any given point of time without need for re-indexing or any disruptive set
of operations to the data layout.
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Key difference against relational databases and filesystems [84, 85, 86, 87]: The data
model is very simple and scalable but in order to achieve the scale there are specific
tradeoffs and differences between Bigtable vs Relationship databases. Some of these key
differences are a) No data independence: Clients dynamically control locality by key
names and whether to serve data from memory or disk, b) No multi-row transactions
are supported in Bigtable, c) No table-wide integrity constraints, d) No Uninterpreted
values, clients can marshal (serialize and de-serialize) data and e) No complex queries
support, no SQL, all APIs are C++ requesting rows of data across the column family.
Similarly, there are fundamental difference with Google File System (GFS) and
traditional filesystem. GFS is Not POSIX and doesn’t guarantee any backward com-
patibility for POSIX compliant applications. Although GFS is not POSIX, through
APIs for applications such as Bigtable Google supports operations like create, delete,
open, close, read and write. GFS also supports snapshot and record append operations.
GFS does not support random read/write within the file chunks, there is an implicit
assumption in the data model that all the read/write are sequential in chunks of 64KB.
4.4 Proposal for Open Systems
The primary outcome of the research is to provide a framework to modernize all the
Storage protocols in the hybrid cloud environment to factor in the security, regulatory
and policy concerns.
The state of art Google infrastructure assumes new application model wherein back-
ward compatibility for the legacy application is not required. This relaxed constraint
is foundation for the scalable architecture for the Google infrastructure. It is easy to
add metadata such as regulatory compliance identifiers for the data access as one of
the column family in the Bigtable. Similarly, embedding GPS co-ordinates to be a
foundation for enforcing data management could also be asynchronous addition to the
column family in Bigtable. And similarly, secure connection management to avoid man
in the middle attack can be enforced via Chubby and per-object based multi-factor
authentication schemes.
All the three storage protocols, iSCSI, NFS and S3 are client server architecture
with some changes around the way the protocols authenticate.
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Figure 4.5: Client Server Protocols Theory of Operations
As shown in Figure 4.5, a) in case of iSCSI, the list of iSCSI servers can be optionally
advertised to the clients through the iSCSI name server, b) the NFS server have entries in
well placed directories /etc/ the file directory structure to export to various NFS clients
allowed by the simple ipaddress entries in the /etc/hosts.allow and /etc/hosts.deny file,
and c) the S3 Server authenticates the client with simple authentication server.
The three research topics will be focused on specifically answering the following
questions, a) How can we embed compliance related metadata seamlessly in the access
methods of traditional POSIX compliant applications, b) How can we build a model
where the GPS co-ordinates are embedded in the metadata for POSIX compliant ap-
plications and c) Using iSCSI protocol as an example we will provide a mechanism
to minimize the man in middle attack for the iSCSI connection in the hybrid cloud
environment.
Embedding scalable access metadata in the data structures
The process flow for data access can be modelled with the following flow chart shown
in Figure 4.6which embodies the different constraints and requirement highlighted in
Table 4.2 in above sections.
Our proposal is we create a pluggable authentication module, called privacy access
module which mandates the use of the library with the flow chart in Figure 4.6 prior
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Figure 4.6: Flowchart for Privacy Module
Figure 4.7: Linux Pluggable Authentical Module extended with PAM for privacy module
to any access to the data. In such a model, privacy of the personal user is centre of all
the access pattern. The user is always notified of the access, either synchronously if the
requestor is personal or the data processor and asynchronously post-event because the
access was granted in case of the legal processor. This model provides the transparency
GDPR is seeking for while making concessions for the legitimate access in cases such
access is warranted.
The above Figure 4.7 provides the Linux privacy module [88], we added a privacy
module which the metadata and the authentication which encompasses the GDPR pri-
mary intent to protect the privacy for the user data while also allowing for the access for
legal requirement. This model is extensible with any of the new changes which might
be incorporated and also extends the model which most of the applications are already
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Table 4.4: Valid Opcodes for message sent by initiator to target
Opcode Message encapsulated by the header
0x00 NOP-Out Message (from initiator to target)
0x01 SCSI Command (encapsulates a SCSI Command Descriptor Block)
0x02 SCSI Task Management Command
0x03 Login Command
0x04 Text Command
0x05 SCSI Data (for WRITE operation)
0x09 Ping Command (from initiator to target)
0x0a Map Command
familiar with. The implementation can also be open sourced so that the transparency
and security is protected.
4.4.1 Integrating Location Based Services in the existing protocols.
Is it better done in-band to the storage control path or out of
band?
There are performance and portability concerns in addressing this question. In-band
control path implies an addition of new commands in existing protocols, ex: Table 4.4
and Table 4.5 are the Opcode (Operational Codes) for the iSCSI commands.
We can add another command x0b Location Command to the current list below,
with corresponding response of 0x4b which provides the latitude, longitude information
across geos and rack/row level info within the datacentre.
Out-band command is a separate machine which periodically checks all the initiators
and targets along with the Apps and creates a topology of access pattern and based on
policies monitors and enforces appropriate connections. The out of bound framework
can be re-used for the NFS (file) and S3 (object) as well. Whereas the in-band command
will be specific extension to the existing protocols.
Similarly, both NFS and the Object Protocols we can add the in-band commands.
In case of NFS, since it is RPC based command sets between client and server, we can
add a new RPC LOC which will get and set the attribute related to the location. And
in case of the object storage, we can add http function for locate ().
In this section we will examine various algorithms we can use to embed location info
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Table 4.5: Valid Opcodes for responses (sent by target to initiator)
Opcode Message encapsulated by the header
0x40 NOP-Out Message (from target to initiator)
0x41
SCSI Command (contains SCSI Status and Sense
Information/Other response info)
0x42 SCSI Task Management Response
0x43 Login Response
0x44 Text Response
0x45 SCSI Data (for READ operation)
0x46
Ready to Transfer (from target to initiator
when ready to receive data)
0x47
Asynchronous Event (from target to initiator
indicating special conditions)
0x48 Opcode Not Understood
0x49 Ping Response (from target to initiator)
0x4a Map Response
in Block (iSCSI), File (NFS) and Object (S3) protocols. Against these three protocols
we will then examine the effect of latency/performance impact for both in band and
out of band operations. The advantages of embedding the IO in the Storage protocol is
we can assign policies to identify compliance for the data governance, identify malicious
attack and also provide a good audit and tracking mechanisms for the mobile workloads.
For all practical purposes, we will find examine simple server-client model for the three
protocols with both the in-band and out of band options for embedding location-based
information.
Approaches:
• a) Trusted Client In Band (TCB)
• b) Untrusted Client Out of Band (UCB)
• c) Untrusted Location Service Out of Band (ULB)
Approach A: Trusted Client In-band
The flow for the approach is Figure 4.8 depends on the Client been responsible for the
location services embedding. The client stores the location information in its cache and
then at every IO this location information is populated in the IO stream inline. Since
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Figure 4.8: Flow for the trusted client in band
Server already has the client registration info, the client location at the registration is
verified at every IO.
When during virtual machine motion, the Client is moved as virtue of the motion
operation the registration info as well as the co-ordinates are updated for any new IO.
The system can keep the records for all the locations it has been which can prove helpful
for the provenance of the virtual machine and its associated data.
This approach is likely going to increase the latency of every IO in the system.
Applications which are already sensitive to the latency may not be amiable to the inline
overhead of location info passed through the system, hence there are other approaches
which we will consider as well.
Approach B: Trusted Client In-band
In this approach, the burden of providing location to the IO is with the server. Post
registration of the Client to the Server, when a write request is made the location info
is embedded in the IO pattern, shown in Figure 4.9.
Because the location information is embedded in the IO data structure by every
write to the system, any read request which doesn’t below to the client can be easily
identified by the system. The server been responsible for identifying the client locations
and validating puts an overhead on the server, but this approach has an advantage of
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Figure 4.9: Flow for the untrusted client out of band
centralized system management and housekeeping.
Approach C: Untrusted Location Service out of Band
This is the most balanced of the approach in terms of responsibility. The responsi-
bility of verifying the location of the IO is jointly that of both the server and the client
in the storage protocol, shown in Figure 4.10.
Also, another advantage of this approach is that the location information is not
inline embedded in the IO pattern of the storage protocol. The side band protocol has
likely the performance and also data portability advantages as it is not polluting the
existing storage protocols with new metadata information. In the next section we will
examine the latency effects on the IO of the three approaches discussed in this section.
Preliminary Experiments and Results This research is opening new oppor-
tunities of research for combining the field on location-based services to the storage
protocols. We used Systor 17 traces wherever possible to help with capturing the rela-
tive performance of the systems but most of the test were performed using test suites
from Storage labs at Hewlett Packard Enterprise.
In the first part of this section, we will compare of the impact of the latency of
the IO across the three protocols while including the storage protocols per the three
approaches mentioned in Section 4 above.
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Figure 4.10: Flow for the untrusted location service out of band
Figure 4.11 shows that we can conclude that the in-band embedded approach Block
Storage, iSCSI storage protocol the most. The deviation is 16
The latency impact on the block storage goes down in the embedded inline model
as block sizes increases because more time is spent by the IO delivering the larger
block payload while in parallel during the payload delivery the location information is
collected, embedded by the client.
The out-band location-based service embed is largely immune to the size of the IO
payload since almost all the work is done outside of the in-band data path.
From the Figure 4.12, NFS has the similar pattern of impact across the three different
approaches of the location-based services integration in comparison with iSCSI. The
biggest difference is in that the amplitude of the latency delta is relatively smaller.
This can be explained in that block storage has less overhead that the file storage
and particularly in case of NFS which has the overhead of the full TCP and the file
system and virtual file system stack which it needs to traverse. So essentially because
the base latency for NFS is typically higher than the iSCSI the delta impact of the
latency drop is not seen as much in the NFS protocol even for the embedded location
service information embedded system.
In Figure 4.13, the S3 impact on various block sizes of the IO with the three different
approaches are compared. The observations don’t follow the pattern we observed in the
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Figure 4.11: iSCSI Block Size v/s Impact of the embedded location services on various
approaches
earlier two cases with iSCSI and NFS. The embedded option is very favorable compared
to the out of bound approach. The reasons for this are S3 is a high latency over the
internet protocols, the protocols are fundamentally designed to have meta data reach
http interface, so embedding the location information in the data path inline is just like
adding a custom attribute like the meta data search to the object. Additionally, we
observe that the out of band protocols adds more latency to the location-based service,
this can be explained by examining the protocols further. The cost of updating the
metadata after the IO is higher since the location info is additional new IO over the
internet latency. Our conclusion from the observation in Figure 4.11, 4.12, and 4.13 is
that given how different the core latency principles for these three storage protocols,
there is no one size fits all and our recommendations would be, a) for iSCSI, use out
of band location-based services, b) for NFS, use untrusted client in-band and c) for S3,
use in band per IO location-based services.
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Figure 4.12: NFS Block Size v/s Impact of the embedded location services on various
approaches
4.5 How do we avoid man in the middle manipulation of
the location information?
We will examine different schemes to identify and rectify any possible manipulation via
man in the middle attacks. We can envision scenarios where when a virtual machine or
a container move either across clouds or within datacentre resulting an opportunity to
introduce a wave of updates of block, file or object storage updates with the information
about the new location. This might present a new denial of service opportunity. We
plan to examine ways to detect and prevent such scenarios.
Temper Evident Registration
In this section we will propose an approach to develop a temper evident registration
scheme [89, 90] for registration of the iSCSI Client to the iSCSI Server. This “registration
technique” can minimize the man in the middle attack. The approach can be used for
the other protocols such as NFS (file) and S3 (object). As shown in the Figure 4.14
below, the iSCSI client can be connected to the iSCSI server with authentication. The
theory of operations is that any iSCSI client which wishes to connect to iSCSI Server in
the Domain request a list of available servers in from the iSNS (iSCSI Name Service).
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Figure 4.13: S3 Block Size v/s Impact of the embedded location services on various
approaches
Now it is possible with a simple ARP poisoning attack for either a) fake iSNS Server
or the b) fake iSCSI Client gain access to the important traffic in the iSCSI Network.
Inspired by the research work in the wireless pairing community by [80] we have
developed a proposal for the temper evident registration scheme for the iSCSI registra-
tion.
The key attribute of the adoption of the TEP for wireless to the Storage protocol has
following attributes. A) Time base limit for a registration session (default and typical
60 secs), B) Location Based Services and C) Synchronized NTP between the Server,
Clients and the WAP (Wireless Access Point) or Location Based Services (LBS), shown
in Figure 4.15.
Assumptions:
• All Clients, Servers, Location Based Services and iSNS Servers are time synchro-
nized with NTP
• Registration process is set as 60 seconds. If a registration is not complete in 60
seconds, retry is possible. Only two retries are allowed. If both re-tries fail, the
IP address and MAC address is back listed by the server and manual intervention
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Figure 4.14: Workflow between the iSCSI Server-Client and APR poisoning attack
is needed by the sys admin to administer the blacklisted IP address and the MAC
address.
• The Clients have all the software and hardware components to respond to either
GPS based or the Wireless Location Based Services
Steps of registration in the steady state:
• iSCSI client requests the name of all the iSCSI Servers in the Domain. This is
requested from the iSNS (iSCSI Name Server). The iSCSI name server returns
the list of the iSCSI server in the Domain.
• Once the iSCSI client receives the name of the iSCSI servers, it makes a request
for connection to the iSCSI server. When such a request is made, the iSCSI server
creates a timestamp, say t1 against the ipaddress and MAC address (virtual and
physical) of the request. The registration window of 60 sec now begins. iSCSI
server responds request acknowledgement along with the time of initial registration
to the client.
• The iSCSI server requests to the local location-based server to verify the location
of the client. The location-based server triangulates the location of the server in
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Figure 4.15: Flow of connection requests for registration between client-server in steady
state
the datacenter and returns the address in the form of latitude, longitude, rack
number, row number to the Server.
• The iSCSI server verifies if the location is in the valid location list, i.e., in policy
for the data access. Once it does, the server sends a callback request to the client
asking for interest in connection. As part of the response from the client to the
server, the client sends the offset of the time left to complete the registration.
• If the offset of the time client has matches with the offset of time left on the server
for registration, the server grants a session connection to the client.
Steps of registration in the state where fake iSNS Server is actively present in the
domain as shown in Figure 4.16.
• iSCSI client requests the name of all the iSCSI Servers in the Domain. This is
requested from the iSNS (iSCSI Name Server). The iSCSI name server returns
the list of the iSCSI server in the Domain. However, the request was made to the
Fake iSNS server.
• The fake iSNS server makes a request to the iSCSI server slightly ahead in time
of the actual request coming to the iSCSI server. In other words, the real iSCSI
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Figure 4.16: Flow of connection requests for client-server registration with fake iSNS
Server
request from the client to the server is lagged by the fake iSNS server request for
the client connection. 3. The iSCSI Server now receives two request(s), one from
the fake iSNS server and second
• The iSCSI Server now receives two request(s), one from the fake iSNS server and
second from the real iSCSI client. The iSCSI server at this point can’t distinguish
between the real or fake connections just yet. As per the protocol when the
connection was initiated by the Server, the 60 sec time-window was started for
both the connection requests.
• The Server makes location requests for the two connections to which it receives
two different locations as expected (since the location of the real client and iSNS
server are different).
• When the Server makes a re-establish connection request to the two connections,
the real client (2nd inbound client to server connect) correctly responds with the
proper time offset remaining for registration and the location. Whereas the Server
detects tamper evident on the first connection because the time offset won’t match
a fake iSCSI client, or its location information will be skewed and the 1st inbound
connection for authentication will be declined as temper evident and the ipaddress
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Figure 4.17: Flow of connection requests for client-server registration with fake iSCSI
Client
and MAC address will be blacklisted.
Steps of registration in the state where fake iSNS Server is actively present in the
domain as shown in Figure 4.17
• iSCSI client requests the name of all the iSCSI Servers in the Domain. This is
requested from the iSNS (iSCSI Name Server). The iSCSI name server returns
the list of the iSCSI server in the Domain. However, the request was made by the
Fake iSCSI client.
• The fake iSCSI client makes a request to the iSCSI server based on the information
it received from the iSNS server.
• The iSCSI Server now receives request from the fake iSCSI client, the iSCSI server
at this point can’t distinguish between the real or fake connections just yet. As
per the protocol when the connection was initiated by the Server, the 60 sec
time-window will be started for the connection requests.
• The Server makes location requests for the iSCSI client request it received. If the
iSCSI client ipaddress is legitimate in the Domain, the iSCSI server will receive
two location request inquiry call-back one from the real client and other from the
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Figure 4.18: Storage Protocol Client motions in the rack design center
fake client, thereby the iSCSI server knows the connection registration is tempered
and hence request denied.
• Furthermore, iSCSI server can recognize the fake iSCSI client because the regis-
tration time skew (offset) will not make for the fake iSCSI client. The iSCSI server
could allow the second connection to go through but, in our implementation, we
blocked both the connection to the same ipaddress.
In Figure 4.18, we observe the various applications movement in the rack design
center based on the virtual machine motion over time in the data center. As is observed
because of the granular location-based services applied, we can track the actual location
and the movement of the data store for the virtual machines throughout the lifecycle of
the data. This visualization is very useful visualization to track the lifecycle of virtual
machine.
The above visualization provides a very easy way to enforce location-based policy
for compliance and regulatory reasons. Figure 4.19 provides a multi-app to the rack
and row mapping for the virtual machines which reside in the infrastructure.
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Figure 4.19: Provides view of the Apps assigned against the rows/columns of racks
A snapshot of such much can be periodically taken by either the sys admin or the
location services to monitor the mobility of the virtual workload.
Trying to find an optimum registration window for the servers to connect with the
client is desired. Too much time and there can be more MTM denial of service attacks
and too little time window and the registration process will be flooded with a lot of
false connection drops.
We simulated a few MTM attacks across the three popular storage protocols. Our
tests were done with the 60 sec default time windows based on the observation above,
we believe we can reduce the registration window safely to 30 seconds, shown in Figure
4.20.
4.6 Related Work
Provenance for cloud storage was an active research area in mid last couple of decades
[91, 92, 93, 94, 95, 96]. Provenance is metadata that describes the history of the object.
Most of the research area was focused around making the object or data very self-aware
of its entire history. This research didn’t have the benefit of advances in the location
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Figure 4.20: Provides simulated experiment to handle the MTM attacks in different
windows
aware, both GPS and also the Wireless Access Point technologies. Also, the research
was focused on introducing this concept to the operating system level which make it
hard to implement and adopt. The amount of data needed to keep the provenance of
all the objects in the systems was very large. Our research studies the various approach
taking in to account the best place to introduce a new attribute in the infrastructure
and its impact on scale and performance of the system.
Much of the research in the Storage Protocols have been focused on securing the
end-to-end data encryption and improving the latency of the Protocols themselves.
The Storage industry had new media types emerge such as Flash, Non-Volatile Mem-
ory which has made much of the industry research focus on the effective use of the
underlying media changes. Also, data integrity and encryption, Kerberos integration’s
for authentication are also relatively new research areas in this Storage industry. Our
research of the storage industry has informed us to make sure whichever implementation
path we take; portability of applications is a key attribute we want to retain as much as
possible. New applications can incrementally take advantage of the new features, but
it is incredibly hard to adopt new features if it fundamentally modifies how Storage is
accessed by the applications.
Location Based Services has been studied and researched extensively in the mo-
bile applications. The advantage this domain had over the hybrid cloud is that the
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applications were mostly green field. There are a number of lessons learnt from the
experience in the mobile applications which we plan to leverage for implementation and
scaling location-based services in the Storage Protocols for end-to-end visibility from
applications to storage.
4.7 Future Work
Location Based Services in Storage Protocol is a brand-new field with a lot of research
potential. Some of the future research areas we envision are a) adding more than one
location-based services to the study to prevent the location-based services themselves
is not comprised, b) integrate location based with Kerberos and other authentication
services already used by the storage protocols, c) using caching, look-ahead techniques to
improve performance while in embedded in-band mode of including the location-based
services in the protocols.
Ability to detect real-time security anomalies: Can an end-to-end location aware
infrastructure also determine an unintended virtual machine/container assessing the
data stores? Anomalies such as high read activity, irregular access pattern could be a
signature for malicious activities on the data set. Applying various machine learning
techniques identify any malicious virtual machines or containers in the environment.
Such anomalies could be used to detect security issues as well as help point to an effective
and economic way to use hybrid cloud. We envision that we will have to explore use
of machine learning techniques to handle the wide amount of metadata transformation
while testing at scale the proposed framework.
4.8 Conclusion
Building Regulatory Compliant Hybrid Cloud is aspiration whether be it public cloud
or the private cloud enterprises or both. However, Storage Protocols have not funda-
mentally changed since their emergence from the SCSI era to NFS era and now the
object storage era. The big challenge is needed to maintain portability of applications
while making them secure through location-based services. The novelty of the research
is in the ability to balance the portability with the practicality for the inclusion of
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location-based services in the storage protocols.
We believe this research will ignite and start various fundamental research in making
storage protocols modern, scalable and mobile in the cloud first world. The framework
proposed will be foundation for an entire new field of application of machine learning
to solving the scale problems in the Storage domain introduced and applied in this
research.
Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
5.1 Conclusion
Figure 5.1: Snapshot of the Nubes framework Novelty and the Outcomes
The thesis focused on the need to build the secure, scalable and cost effective hybrid
cloud. The figure 5.1 sums up the three key areas which we focused our research on with
the Nubes framework. In the Chapter 2, focus of the research was to make sure that
with the advent of the new media technologies like Flash we find an effective way to
deliver the best performance in a constraint resource envelope a hybrid storage system
which uses modern machine learning techniques like support vector machine to find
the best way to deliver the best price performance from the hybrid array in a private
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cloud. In the Chapter 3, focus of the research was to predict whether a new workload
should be placed in the public or private cloud. The technique of pre-determination can
also be applied to existing workload should its characteristics change. Given data has
gravity and it is impractical to move a large quantities of data have a pre-determined
machine learning based algorithm to help predict where to place the workload is very
important in the hybrid cloud environment. In the Chapter 4, focus on the research was
to introduce a ground breaking concept of adding location based services to the storage
protocols to minimize the man in the middle attack during client server connection
registration and also embedding location based services in the storage protocol. The
techniques described in the chapter can help fuel more research in the area of wide scale
data management.
5.2 Future Work
The thesis is basis for fueling three major areas of future research work. First, solving
issues in building large scale mixed storage media and system architecture private cloud
systems. Second, solving issues in area of high performance and cost effective workload
management in Hybrid Cloud environment. Third, solving issues in area of data privacy
and security while allowing flexibility for the optimum workload and data management.
• Hybrid Systems: Three are three trends influencing the hybrid storage system
architectures. First, a spectrum of advances in media, on one end high density
storage to improve cost per storage unit and on the other end low latency media for
high performance. Second, a single storage domain name-space which spans from
Internet of Things, Private Cloud(s) to Public Cloud(s). Third, large working
set in TB’s and PB’s which spans any single domain of architecture. The thesis
focused on two-class hybrid storage systems. Further research is needed in multi-
class hybrid storage systems. Concepts of caching, data tiering and data staging
need further research in such multi-class hybrid storage systems. Data placement
algorithms which make an efficient trade-off between cost and performance in
determination of caching, tiering and staging on specific data sets in large multi-
class hybrid storage systems are intriguing future research areas.
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• High Performance and Cost Effective Workload Management: More and more
applications are containerized. This trend is essentially creating a clean and clear
separation of the business logic of application from the destination of the data
sets. The data sets can truly be in any of clouds. Between virtual machines
and the containers the workloads are highly virtualized and runs anywhere. More
research is needed in the virtualization of the data sets so not only the optimal
data placement can be made but also pre-fetch and optimal initial and run time
workload movement across hybrid clouds can be determined.
• Data Privacy and Security: This is a relatively new field of research. In this thesis
we focused on use of location based services in the low latency block storage
portfolio. The use of location based services to determine batch operations for
analytic, intrusion detection in real (or run) time of the workload deployment
(migration), providing clear security models where the end user as well as the
service providers can easily determine if there are breaches or non-conformance
of compliance regulations are new areas of research. Further, there are research
opportunities to extend the POSIX standards to modernize the protocols or define
new standards to advance the open source communities to make data privacy and
security inherent in the storage and data protocols.
Hybrid Cloud architecture are still in early stages of deployments and as much and
more applications truly can be run and deployed regardless of cloud destination, the
three areas of hybrid storage systems, high performance and cost effective workload
management and data privacy, security inherent in system architectures have large
amount of fundamental research in algorithm for system architecture at scale yet to be
researched.
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